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Prefatory
Sot until tfeo second half of Use nineteenth, century, said then 
primarily m  a result of the Influence of the Civil War, mm there a 
place in the curriculum of toe nationto public schools for the teaching 
of history.1 The Bar of Secession, however, gave rise to a feeling of
nationalism which found its .greatest oppression in _ toe writing and in 
toe teaching of history* ttBtfM&flMj notably Harperafs« took toe lead in 
supplying this new thirst for historical knowledge, and the publishers 
of luvenile books- substituted material on history for the conventional 
Biblical stories*^
Xu toe- South, where problems far more pressing absorbed the minds 
of toe people, historical studies lagged during toe years Immediately 
following toe close of toe war, m  indeed they had done before the out* 
break of hostilities.3 M e forth sad especially few England had early 
looked back upon toe past sad found that it was heroic, and that the 
giants of those days were, .worthy of study* Their compact settlements 
were conducive to efforts. at intellectual Independence of the Old 
World* They, moreover, made possible toe formation of numerous his* 
iorlcal .societies, after which history was written In a prodigious 
number of volumes* In contrast toe South early fell behind in its
historical consciousness. Social factors and racial strains combined 
to make toe Southerner todivldualieti e and to deny M s  that intro­
spection characteristic of toe Sew laglauder. .teal, economy and frugal 
Seoteh-Irish settlers- were not toe least toportant factors in toe 
development of Southern, iniividualism
Other causes of tois ante helium letoargy in historical studies 
may be noted* For one thing the South, always conservative, clung,, to 
toe English classics which inhabited a desire for native: literature, 
historical or otherwise.^ And toe neglect of popular education pre- 
vested a proper appreciation of historical, endeavors. Ibis cogitation 
led. a Virginia writer in 1047 to. declare- that
It is only in Virginia itself that any extensive 
sale of works m  the history of Virginia could be 
pectedi yet strange to say m  unaccountable penurious- 
ness or a total want of interest has disgusted toe pub­
lishing *»trade» with all such undertakings^
It was doubtless this same problem which a hundred years before had 
prompted William Stith to wrathCully conclude his famous history 
wito toe observation that he -had ^intended to add several other very 
curious Papers and origins! Pieces of accords* But I perceive to my 
no small Surprise and Mortification that my Countrymen, and these, 
too. Persons of high Fortune - and Bistinctioa seem to be much alarmed 
that a complete History would run to more than one Volume and .cost
4. S. Merton 'Coulter, "lhat the South Has Done About Its History,*1 
journal of Southern History. II, 1936, 4.
5. Richard 'I*. Morton, Virginia Stops 1861 {Philip-A. Brace, ed., 
k History of Virginia. Ill, 1924, Chicago and Mew fork, 393.
6. Southern and Hestets Literary Messenger and Review. 1047, XXXI, 1*
_ m m  tom mm half a
Still another factor m e  the strong preference of Soutom youth 
for political and -military careers* ®to gentlemen of to higher classes 
la Virginia,® said a commentator of the- last eentuzy, %re so much 
oeeufiei with the duties of government tad politics that they have no 
toe to spend over the records of to- past****
Closely connected with politics m s  slavery, t o  defense of which 
consumed t o  time of -the most talented Sou-torn writers* Bat for tot 
issue to brilliance of tomss Eoderich §ew might .have directed itself 
acre felly toward the ewolvamemt of a profound philosophy of history*
Bat for the predilection of the youth of the Virginia aristocracy for 
military science to' same might have been tree of t o  superb intellect 
of Boberi 1*. lee*
These factors notwithstanding a much larger output of history m s  
written on colonial Virginia during the first half of the nineteenth 
century than m s  written on colonial. Hew England*^ for emmple force*s 
■Iflttfcj 1& jfe& Origin, .Sej^paentp and j&HBaMft. M  to Monies
.in lorth. .torlea contained, twice as much material on Virginia as they 
did on t o  more northerly colonies* .But ton t o  iforbh sni South, came 
together in inflict it was- the Horih tot won, and the nation m s  
thereafter governed in accordance with her principles* tosoiously or 
unconsciously this consideration began to effect t o  views of t o  past
7 m William Stlth, The History of the First Discovery and Settlement 
L of Virginia (Williamsburg. 1747), Appendix, ill*
** A &  tethem t o  laa&m Mteggm Messenger and Beyiew* 1111, 1847, 1*
-f * Anonoymoue, ^Virginia and Sew England,* t o  Atlantic Won toy* blfl,
M m ,  700*
itmd to the scholars end historians of the lortherc m i m v B i t l m  the
origins of low B&glaud eoemed vastly sore worthy of .study than
did the- origins of Virginia,
fo tho scholars and historians of Virgin IS this shift of
e&phaala, oosiof aa it Aid feat cm the heels of Oof oat* could not
to allowed to go oc* To them the negleot hitherto rendered the
historiography of the Old Domini on became a .matter of grave eon*
earn* writing sb^ut the beginning of the oeotcry*© last decade,
o leading Virginia edit oat or deplored the propensity of Virgiaiacs
for being content with the making of history while the writing of
it is left to o t h e r s nM a result” , he said, ”mceh has been
left unwritten and mahy of the re cards have been irretrievably
lost* the investigator of a particular point in the history of
firfiala is hampered- by the look of originals and must take evl**
11doses second or third hand’; However the author saw a ray of hope 
in that- this defeat was "gradually being corrected os far os It Is
ipsow possible to oorroot it ♦" * lie welled the attention of his 
readers to the publications of the Virginia Historical Society, 
to the efficient work than being done by its President,, by its
Oorrespoudiug Secretary, by the Chairman of its committee of
ISArrangements, and above all to the publication at Intervals 
for the past sixteen years of the Calendar of fiy&tc^ a state 
tapers and to the recent .valuable work on ..$h# Cecesls of
10* daises &* carnet, **fhe Committee of Carraepoadeowa and the Call 
of the first $ out mental coagrea©,* .Virginia gjatoriacj.
Collect iocs,. ■!!, lichmocd, XBiB* S.* ' ' '
izl j m m Z  si
13, these were w, 9* Henry, i# A* Brack, cad l* 0* lyler*
5the Waited States which that there is historical activity in the
state md that we a m  waking to the Importance of bringing the records 
of the past to tha attention of the present and of interesting the 
■people of this. day ia the deeds of their ancestors.
fbe present study chiefly concerns itself- with the author of *the 
resent valuable miit on Hie, Genesiis of .psjf^ j St&tes, But before 
going into the details of Hie life and work of Alexander Brown it is 
pertinent,- I believe, to say something of his associates md eontexspo- 
Airies sad of the state of Virginia histories! writings during the age 
in which he lived, for without some comprehension of that renaissance 
of Virginia history of which he -was m  integrant part, and/ which cul­
minated in some of the great contributions to toerican historiography, 
no understending of Hie life and works of a participant in the move­
ment is possible.
though Hie revival of interest in Virginia history -did not burst 
forth until the later part of Hie nineteenth century one- mast go back 
a full fifty years ■ to find its. primordial roots,- On the night of 
29 December IB?!, through the efforts of Dr* Jonathan F, Cushing, 
President of lampden-Sydney College, a group of citizens 'mat in the 
Hall of the louse of Delegates in. Richmond* the leading spirits 
among this- small group, ia addition to Dr. Cashing, were Conway Bob- 
inson, m  eminent Jurist; John Floyd, a brilliant young barrister
.14, James flu Garnet, *t!Efee Committee of Correspondence and the Call 
of the First Goatlaeutial Congress,* Virginia Historical Society 
Collections, XX, JUcfaoona,*'1892, 4,
15* f* G. Stanaard, *?he Homes of the Virginia Historical Society,» 
Virginia Magazine of History and Biegranhr. 'miV^ 1926, X.
6who twenty years later would be governor of the state; and John Mar- 
shall. Chief -Justice of the Baited States, The venerable President of 
Bampden-Sydney called the meeting- to order, and John Marshall, then is 
M e  seventy-seventh year, was elected the first president of the 
Virginia Historical Society. Hone of these men were trained historians* 
Only Marshall had sought to achlew a nm& for himself in the annals of 
historical scholarship. His single effort— a biography of Washington—  
«s motivated partly by a desire to liquidate his heavy indebtedness and 
partly by a desire to idolise the life of his'hsro*^ Ignorant of 
methods and sources, he found the exacting toil of-research too irksome, 
Use result was almost a complete fiasco*^
But despite the amateur standing- of Its leaders the Society flour-* 
ished for & im  years, m& then, for -some reason which no record explains 
a dormant period followed*^ However during this period of latency 
there were -a number of scholars passionately devoted 'to- the cause of 
historical- learning* Of these Charles Campbell -and' Hugh Blair -Grigsby 
were .among the most important. In UJ44 Campbell, using The Southern 
literary Messenger as a medium.,, began a campaign to induce the Virginia 
legislature to finance the procurement of manuscripts which Clumber 
in the BigHab state paper office*11^  Grigsby* publisher of the Sorfolk
16, Albert J* Beveridge, the Life of John Marshall, Boston, 1919, HI, 
224-226.
17. Ibid,. 223,227. for a critical analysis of Marshall's use of 
sources see William 4, Forim, 9John Marshall as a Historian,n 
.American Historical Review.. Hill, 1937-1930, 51-63*
IS. f , S. Stannard, ttthe Homos of the Virginia Historical Society,0 
Virginia Maa&stne of History and Biography* 1XXIV, 1395, 2.
1% Charles Campbell, °The Colonial History of Virginia,0 The Southern
1845, U $ 48.
TBeacon % soon became Bis powerful ally* they of course felled in their 
purpom But their efforts were not without effect. About this time 
-Campbell published his Introduction tp toe History .of; the, indent Colony 
'.mi dominion of firntotfu fhoogh this mm later superceded %  hie 
Bistory of the. Colony and Jnclent Dominion . of Virginia«. it aroused con- 
stdemM© Interest and. was one of the finest histories of Virginia which 
at tfeat time had been published*
In 164? the Society reorganised and established its headquarters 
in the esme building which housed the Southern literary Messenger. If 
B, B* toompsen, alitor of -the Messenger* mm m m  a member of the So­
ciety the record of it has been lost* hut he lent himself to its af­
fairs and toot a keen interest in its new •publication* .The. Virginia 
Historical. Register and Literary iota Boole edited by William fcaxwdl*.^ 
Harwell endeavored to bring before his' refers %il- such, memorials.,* ac­
counts of events*, or transactions relating to toe-’history of the state
b®1 m
which are still extant in print or manuscript and ought toKbeiier taom..1*4** 
Under Its mm leadership toe Society made an intense effort to interest 
its members to matters of & historical nature, and endeavored to capi­
talise on the pride which the people felt in toe Old Dominion and its 
achievements* this trend is clearly manifest to the William €• Bives* 
presidential address at toe meeting of 1048*
toe- spirit which has summoned this Society again 
into activity after a slumber- of several years is to- 
be regarded* I trust* as on© of the omens of a better
30» I* 8* Stonnard* ttfh© Homes of the Virginia Historical Society* ** 
Virginia Magazine of History m d Biography XXXJ¥, 1926* 9.
21* Editor*© Introduction, Virginia Historical Register* 1*
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$day for mr &mimi Commonwealth* Too long have we 
fellewed after strange gads and tamed ear hacks upon 
these of oar own household* the false glare of national 
honors has been wont to toftSXe the eyes of Virginians 
.and to make them forget the duty mi serried they owe 
to their mm stated
The Begieter* as its title implied., brought, along with a great 
amount of mon-historic&l matter,., much material on. early Virginia his­
tory* But .in 1356 a shortage of funds forced, the closing of its pages* 
Moreover the Society itself1 was two-, years- later without a horn#,, and 
its papers, were- placed for safe keeping in the hand© of its members* 
Thus it happened that of its: early records .and- papers many were lost 
in the fire of 1865 which 'reduced much -of Eichmond to ashes
During -the early years 'of Beconstruction the struggle for ©gist- 
ease superceded any thought of historical, activity* Then in 1870 a. 
group of citizens, foremost of whom war© d. 1. U* Curry, T* B. %nne, 
and Conway Bobinaon reorganised the Society, md in 1881 the festmore- 
land Club gave the rejuvenated body the use' of the third floor of its 
spacious three story house on Eleventh Street,2^
By -the year 1331 the renaissance of Virginia history may be said 
to have -really begun, for 1b that year the Sew Society, spawned by the 
same progressive spirit that gave rise to the -Sew South, re-elected
22* William £, Elves, Presidential. Mdress, Virginia Historical Begl*» 
ter, II, 1843, 2*
25* f. ©* Stanrtard, wfhe Homes of the Virginia Historical Society,8 
.Mninia Mamajne of History and Biography^ mi?* 1927, 5*
24. ' Ibid** £0X7, 7
9‘Robert A* Brock Corresponding Secretary with a salary sufficiently large 
to engage his fall, time services*^ to the indefatigable labors of this 
enterprising tr&ilbleser of research in Virginia history the students 
of this generation owe a debt of infinite gratitude^  and .almost equally 
worthy of praise are the men and women whose financial sacrifices made 
possible the fruitful labors of' Brock and his successors* Truly they 
were ell pioneers to the .past!
Robert Alonso Brock mm the son of a wealthy .Richmond businessman* 
Therefore it is most surprising to learn that he left school, at the early 
age of thirteen to work' in a lumber establishment in order to buy and 
read boohs commensurate with his own desires*^ After 'the war- he estab­
lished hie own lumber business, retiring in. MSI to derate his time ex­
clusively to historical and genealogical studies, and to Ms  duties as 
Corresponding Secretary of the Virginia Historical Society, the reputa­
tion of which he so firstly established in this country' and abroad that 
at the time of his death seventy learned societies in the United States, 
Canada, and Great Britain had received Mm into honorary membership in 
recognition of his outstanding achievements against almost insuperable
Brook*a greatest claim to feme Is 'the eleven volumes known as the 
Virginia Historical Society Collections which, under his editorship, for 
the first time made many priceless manuscripts -available to students 
of -early Virginia history* Hot the least important portions of the
2$« jCXaX V y 8#,
26. Encyclopedia of Virginia Biography. I, 3*
27. Encyclopedia of Virginia Biography, I, A*
mCollections are the editor’s introductions and notes. Among the mam* 
scripts for the first time published ere The Official Letters of Alex­
ander Seotswood which fora the first- two volumes of the series and the. 
Official Records of Robert Dinwiddle which comprise volumes four to 
six inclusive* The Bln.widd.ie papers bed-not hitherto been used to any 
great extent except by Sparks and Chalmers,, but even- their examinations 
had been superficial and, their attitudes not altogether impartial 
The wpotswood letters were lost- for many years but finally they were 
located In England* In 1763 the Virginia Historical Society purchased 
them from their English owner* and once again m  important .collection 
of source materials was-made available to historical investigators#
Of greater interest to students of the earlier period are Robinson*a 
Abstracts of the Proceedings of the Virginia. Coapatiy of London* To re*»- 
co-rd the efforts of various individuals to secure publication of the 
records of the Virginia Company would require volume a* William Byrd I 
bought the original manuscripts from the Earl of Southhampton* Willie® 
Slith acquired them from- Byrd for use in his history of Virginia* From 
Stith they passed into the hands of P e y t o n  E&ndolph. After the death
■of Randolph, Thomas Jefferson purchased his library end thus he - became 
their owner* Ills library eventually became the property of the Library
of Congress, and- with it the manuscript volumes of the Company’s records*.
\  .
For many years they lay in the Congressional Library, where they were m t
readily accessible to- researchers. As early as 1658 John W* Thornton
18*. The Official Records q£_ Robert LieutenanWfcyeraor of
the Colony of Virginia 1751-1758* How First Printed from the Mgnu- 
scripts for the Virginia Historical Society Collections with an 
Introduction and Ho tea by Robert A* Brock*
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insisted upon the importance of their publication.^ in M69 
Edward 0. Belli proposed to &mgro&s that be be. allowed to edit the 
records without compensation* bat the lawmakers turned a deaf ear to 
hie plea*^ In 1877 Brock himself entered ni flea for the fabrication 
of the Kecords of the Virginia Company*5 in the columns of the Kichmond 
Bally -Siesentehi, While In In gland (1853*1056) * Conway HoMnson, an 
eminent Virginia. Jurist, made copious extracts from the originals in 
the Public Eecord Office* %on big death the family genre these ab­
stracts to the Virginia Historical Society. Under Brock*a editorship 
they were published as the last two volumes of the Collections, they 
included only about half the original documents; but until Miss lings-* 
bury' brought out her mmmmmtal- Beeorria of .the Virginia G&sms&stm scholars* 
other than a chosen few* had no other access to these Important uami- 
scripts.^
there is another equally important product of Hebert 4. Brookes 
insatiable desire to serce J^ erican hlstoriography♦ Mong those stu­
dents who study 'the War Between the States the twenty-fire relumes of 
the Southern. Historical ■Society Facers which bear his name perpetuates 
M s  fame m  do the Collections among those who study colonial history.
The Southerner who at the dose.of the Civil Bar mournfully predicted 
that. **io the South*s overflowing cap- would be added the bitter taste
29* dohn W. Thornton, 6The Becerds of the Virginia Company,® Historical 
ia^Mne* 1858* II* 33-35.
30, Susan g. Elngsbury, ed, , The Becorde of the Virginia Company* Wash­
ington, 1906, I, 79*
31. Susan M. Kingsbury, ed.f The Records of the Virginia Company. Wash­
ington,. 1906* I, 7.
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of having the history of the m r written by MorthemerB for the next 
f i f t y  ymrB®^ was only partially correct. la a sense the Southern 
Historical Society Pagers are the voice of' the vanquished Sooth answer-* 
log the scornful accusations of the victorious forth regarding slavery 
and the 'War*, Jit some instances they render the only eye witness ac­
counts of important events* fhe -many interpretations of Southern 
thinkers m  various aspects of the conflict which they have preserved 
make them* as- It were, the South** counsel for the defense before the 
bar of national opinion.
He other historian of this period, within the larger purview, did 
so much for the cause of Virginia historical scholarship. But others 
possessed' more brilliant minds and produced more creative studies and, 
because of participation 'the much vaunted John Hmibh controversy, 
are m m  widely known*. One of these is liHiam Slrt Henry.
■ In view of M s  heritage it was almost Inevitable that the grand* 
son of PfetrieJc Henry should tmm his attention to historical studies* 
Henry*s original contributions to historical, research were not numerous! 
hut his influence was widely felt, his aid.end advice sought by many. 
Jtaeng these the name of Henry Mama conspicuously stands out* this Is 
surprising In view of Henryf s extreme pro-Southern and aahi-Hew 
England attitude which he frequently expressed in regard to the John 
Smith controversy*^ nevertheless we find among the Henry papers a 
number of letters in Which Mams seeks and gratefully acknowledges
32. Michael Snots, & History of jtaeriean History. Hew fork, 1937, 323* 
33* See for instance the Settlement at Jamestown. Hichaond, 1882, 12*
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Henry*'# mid in flue preparation of M s  life of Albert Q&XXmtin?^— a 
Megmffcy not yet superceded in the opinion of at least one competent 
historiographer, 35 Henry also gave Mess some *&& .in preparing' M e  
volume# m  the ndminis tr&ticns of Jefferson and ita&ieotu^ XT Henry1# 
letter# to Mesa ere still extant they ere dmbi&.m& very revealing* 
Another renames! scalar with whom Henry carried on a voluminous 
correspondence m s Moses Colt fyler. Henry submitted bis life. Carre- 
m m & m m  and Speeches of Patrick Henry to Tyler for bis criticism*
The Cornell scholar was ^ greatly satisfied with the method and tone of 
that great merit. *3? later Tyler wrote. «n article for the Tale Review 
on the Henry treatise which he feared would displease his friend* Ho 
he wrote to explain that *what I say In praise of your bools should have 
weight* a# it would not m m  it mere eulogy* 1 haw dealt with It in a 
critical manner* especially pointing out some little mistakes which 1 
noticed here and there in reading it. **38 In the preface Henry appro­
priately acknowledged Tyler1# aid*39 fyier was indebted to the Vir­
ginian far' help received is his own life of Patrick Henry which, had 
come out some yes?# previously*^ Henry furnished manuscript# without
34* better# of Henry Adam to f» W. Henry* Sept* UL, 137? and Sept* 26, 
18??* Henry Papers, Virginia Historical Society* Box Ho. 2 
35* Michael A. Kraus, A History of American History* Mm Toxfe* 1937', 323* 
|6. better of Henry Mams to' W. 1. Henry, January 15, 1888, Henry Papers, 
Box to* 3.
37. better of M. S. Tyler to W. 1. Henry, Hov. 13, 1892, Henry Papers, 
Box Ho. 3*
38. letter of M. C. Tyler to t. f * Henry, fob* 2, 1893, Henry Papers,
Box to. 3.
39* U. If* Henry, The life*. Correspondence * and Snaeches of Patrick 
Henry* Hew fork, 1893, I, wll*
40* H. Stamford Jane#, Moses Colt Tvler. Ann Arbor, 1933, 224*
Mwhich h© could never have finished the book* fkua In their mutual 
studies of a m m m  subject the two men m m  of a great help to each 
other.
Henry m s  active la ■ the affairs of the JSmerioan Historical Asso­
ciation, and in 1891 be'became its President. Some of bis most pene­
trating works are to be found in the Papers and tonal Resorts issued 
by the Association during these years* ^  they are logical and force­
ful though we m y  not always agree with their conclusions*
Henry became- ■ deeply invoiced in the John Smith controversy vMcb 
during 'the latter half of the nineteenth century occupied the attention 
of such maters as Hairy Marne, dobn 0* Palfrey, Bdmrd 0* Belli and 
many others* Of all the pro-Ssith writers. Henry*-# arguments are the 
mat iirrefutable, 'ibis aspect of bis career fits- elsewhere into the 
narrative because of the many verbal blows he exchanged with Alexander 
Brown on the subject*
M m  of singular importance in the rebirth of Virginia history is 
William 0iover Stannard. 'bike Brock he became interested in local re* 
cords, and. in tot field he prosecuted the investigations which give 
M m  a high place, in the annals of historical scholarship.^ frm the 
records of town -and county he compiled Borne Bmi^rants to Virginia. 11 the 
first attempt ever made to collect the names of the various emigrants 
to Virginia whose parentage, family connections, or former homes could 
be learned.”^  it Includes In its pages all ranks from the lowest
41* See Annual Report for 1891. 13-^j. tonal Report for 1S93. 3-161 
Facers. III,. 445-464. There are also numerous abstracts, passim. 
Virginia Bucvclopedia of History and Biography. Ill, 28B*
43* t*» 0*' Tyler, in fUllem and Mary Quarterly* XX, Far. 1 304*.
15-
servant to the most emit©# knight or lord.
Bsiag the various local recoils., Simmer# m& able to unearth mmy 
interesting social and economic aspects of colonial, Virginia* for m~ 
ampX© he collects# notes ■ on racing In the colony which he published is 
the Virginia Magazine of History and Biography* hoping that M e  *8fcetdh 
might he of nee to some one who might desire to write a hook on the 
subject. *44 He established the introduction of racing into the colony 
at about 1640, thou# the first record of it is in X6?4 when John Bui* 
locks was fined MQQ for umoing M s  mar# against Mr. Matthew $Xsder*3 
hors#, it being only a sport for gentlemen.*
,1 more Important achievement was editing and publishing the- re* 
cords of the Virginia Committee of Correspondence. for years., its re­
cords had lain in'a garret in the capitoi mt&mgiit. of and mused#
■About 1904 the untiring Si&rn&rd brought them to light end published 
them in the. Virginia Magaalne of History and -Bloioraato*^
likewise the Virginia lend patents m m  accumulating dust in the 
1and register1# office* the questing investigator searched them out 
-and .published extensive abstracts with copious notes in the .first 
eight volumes of the forementioned magaslne. Beginning in. Mil, he 
carried them through the year 1637. they form a valuable index to the 
social and economic states of the inhabitants during the last .years 
under- the Company and the first, years under Crown rule...
la addition to the output of bis pea William Clover Sterner#
44. W. G. Steamer#,. »Hacing in Colonial. Virginia,* Virginia Magazine of 
lister and Biography, 11, 1895, 293*
45* Volumes X M U . "
performed other dtsiiBguishod service# to- the his toriography of his 
native state, Is 1900 fee mm spools ted the Virginia adjunct for the 
Public Archives Go©®!#©!##. through hi# influence the OoMssonmaXili 
appmprt&ied $12,090 for in vmti gating, preserving, mM indexing docw- 
mmtm relating to the history of Virginia.^
M«ltati0ns of time and eps.ee do sot permit. us to consider all 
the products of his prolific pm. prior to and daring his thirty-five 
years os editor of the Virginia jfagaaifie of. History and Biography. 
Despite the greet mss of .material which he published is various 
.Journals only a small part of his research ever found Its m y  into 
prist* For this reason he has been appropriately called: the Mtfm f 
of Virgin!a.47
Mother outstanding figure in Virginia*© historical renaissance- 
mm- lyon 0* fyler, for many years President of the College of William 
and Mary. _ His claims to feme are many, not "the least of which is the 
fact that he m s  the founder of the oldest orient historical magadne 
in Virginiii,48 He .established the William v.nd Hary Quarterly and for 
twenty-seven years operated it m  a private undertaking at M s  own 
expense* luring these years Dr.. fyXer*# groat tasmiticrity with state 
and county records plus hi# intimate acquaintance with the earliest 
Virginia families have greatly enriched, the historical literature of
46. 1. <1. Stsnnard, »7he Virginia Archives,* Annual Report of the
American Historical Association for the tear 1903. Washington. 1904, 
646* .........
47* Robert B. Mumford, ^William Glover S-tannard.,® j[a. Hag* of Hist. & 
Blog*. XX, 1899-1900, 7*
48. the William and Mary Quarterly was founded in 1893 and the Vir­
ginia Haaasine of History and Biography the following year*
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the stale he loved m  well* In 192! the College Itself assumed the 
responsibility of publishing: the SESISSM* $»£ar It# new management 
It took 'OB greater prestige among professional histortsBS, bat to Br, 
fyler .goes the credit for pioneering in the field of historical Journal* 
ism in 7irglnia**an underteking which entailed a great amount of 
painstaking labor, to say nothing of the expense involved,
Use youngest and most brilliant of this group of historians mas 
Philip Alexander Brace, According to no less an authority than 1. G* 
fyler tie mas the best informed mm in Virginia on the colonial history 
of the state, bike the others he took a deep Interest la, records sad 
manuscripts, Ms editor of the Virginia of History and Bio*
.grapfov he endeavored to bring as many of these as possible to the 
attention of- M s  readers, and under his editorship *there could noihere 
he found so many interesting and valuable documents relating to fir* 
ginie history as in one issue of the lsegeslne."^ ms intensive study 
of the official, records and other original documents enabled him to 
compile M s  monumental Economic History of Virginia in the Seventeenth 
Century,
In 1881, when only twenty-five years of age, Brace, in delivering 
the commencement address at Onancock Academy- predicted that before the 
century* e end there would be a resurgence of .interest vdtich would re* 
suit in important studies m  Virginia history.^ the young prophet did
49* "§»* 0. Torrence, ^The Public Archives of Virginia*Annual Beport 
of the American Historical Association for the leer 1906, Washington, 
W i  I,
50. Cited by Richard I*., Morton in Virginia .Since 3J61. {Philip A, Brmee* 
ed,, A History of Virginia^ Ill, Chicago and Hew Xerk* 1924* 407,
mnot then realist that within n few short yeare his own scholarly mrk® 
m  the meial, economic, and institutional aspects of ©©ieniel Virginia 
'would e&i&puXi M s  om m m  iuto the front ranks of the nation*s his­
torians. Because he mad© use of hitherto unused records and mx&t~ 
scripts the Economic History of Virginia in the Seventeenth Century is 
a milestone in the Mstoriograpky of the Virginia colony.. A# the author 
tells os his was the first attempt to deserthe the purely economic life 
of the people in detail daring the colony* s first century of existence. ^  
fen years later, using the same sources, Bruce published his 
Social History of Virginia In . the Seventeenth Century. And shortly 
thereafter m  Institutional History of Virginia, ta the Seventeenth §m*» 
tnvy ess forthcoming* la the preparation of these two volumes tr a m  
spent several years in fhgland '^gathering a&icrial in the Public Be* 
cord Office,, Pt&baa and Lambeth Palaces and the like.* ^  These three 
studies taken- together present a complete picture of conditions in the 
colony previous to the year 1700.
These, then, are the men who lived in tad wrote about the Virginia 
of Alexander Brown; the mm with shorn he talked and with whom he some* 
Maes took issue on the historical, controversies of the day, or who in 
some way took part In the reawakening of Virginia history. Tim© and 
space does not permit even an m vm em tian of all the worthies who took 
part in this wave of learning* But we fain must mention Joseph Bryan
u I. jwwi ■mm 'rion»i*'   ■iwinw iimu t otu-...... «i..
51* Philip- Am Bmm* Economic .History of Virginia In the Seventeenth 
Century. Hew fork, 1896, I, v.
52. Philip A. Bruce* Institutional History of Virginia in the Seven* 
teenth Century. Hew fork, 1906, X, v.
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through whose tm fknm m  ike Virginia. Historical Society raceIved i t s  
present hose* 53 This is* tore sting man of culture and affluence took 
an Interest in loomed soeietlea af ter the war 'Means© fee believed 
that they were the agencies through which he could Mat aid in fes­
tering a spirit of conciliation between Berth and South* 54- ifeia it 
happened that, he was ,interested in • the affairs of the Society of the 
Cincinnati, the. Society of Colonial Hers, m d the $om of the Ameri­
can Revolution* In 1892 he a m  chosen president of the -Virginia 
Historical Society} thus it was under him- leadership that the Vir­
ginia Ifegaclae of History and Biography was founded*
Another .important minor figure who could he mentioned is Armisiead 
Cordon, who as chairman of the state, library hoard, established a do* 
fertaeat of archives in which the records of the state end colony could 
bo better preserved, through his efforts calenders and indices were 
prepared so that the records could be made more accessible ^ to students.55 
He could thus go on for many pages but the narrative of the life of 
Alexander Brown, compels our attention* therefore we leave these leaders 
of Virginia* s historical renaissance and turn our attention to ®th© 
most interesting character of all Virginia historians **^
53* 1. Oox&m McCabe, Memoir of Joseph Bryan,** Vs.. Man* of Hist* jk 
Blog;.* If, 190?-I90i,xii*
54. ®* Gordon McCabe, M^emoir of Joseph Bryan,* fa, Mag, of list. & 
Blog*« If, 1907-I9D8,rii.
55* 1b# 0* Torrence, *fhe Public Archives of Virginia,* .Annual Report 
of the American Historical Association for the Tear 1906. Washington, 
1907, I, 137.
56. Wesley Frank Craven, The Dissolution of the Virginia Company * Hew 
York, 1933, 12.
Chapter It
Ancestry and .Barly Jd£*
Of Scotch and ®n#iah ancestry, Alexander Brown the historian m&- 
M m  September 5, 1843,. at Slsaaore, Kelson County, Virgiaia* He was 
removed sea the paternal, aide by only two generations from the Highlands 
#£ his ancestors. Hie first of M s  Scottish forebears- mentioned by 
1/ the historian^ ms  tmrmm Brown of Tlbbermoor, ferthshire, hie great- 
grandfather. This gentleman of' Scotland about idiom we Mow m  little 
married Elisabeth Henderson, a grandniece of Bobert Dinwiddle, one of 
the last of Virginia* a governor *s under the Crown. She could, more­
over, take additional pride in the fact that her mother ms a member 
of the famous Homing family, now the Steward-Shaw family in. the 
English peerage.^
Though bmtmm and gLissabeth Brown were certainly not wealthy, 
we may, in view of the foregoing, assume that they were more than an 
ordinary couple* To them on March 27, 1796 ms M m  a son. Mom they 
named .Alexander* fhen Me boy became old enough his parents sent him 
to forth Academy, one of the finest preparatory schools in the Scotland 
of that day. Thus M m  the- son of Mwrence B m m  emigrated from hit 
native land to the Hew World he was much better equipped for Me task 
of earning a living M m  ms the average immigrant of the early eight­
een hundreds.
This Is how 'the young Alexander*© emigration from Scotland came 
1. Alexander Brown, The Cabells and Their Kin. Richmond, 1939, 475.
M.about* Portly after the close of the- American Revolution, Mrs* 
Brown*s Brother, the Reverend lames Henderson, ease- to America. Set­
tling in Virginia, he became rector of Westover Parish end later a 
professor in the College of William and Mary* In 1811 -Smm leader- 
son returned to- Scotland for a visit.- for some- reason net sow hue*®
fe&wrenee and Elizabeth Brows determined to seed their son, to America 
under the care of .hie learned uncle* M d  thus If happened, that the 
earliest progenitor of this line of the Brown family is America set­
tled , in Virginia
- The ywmg immigrant, now fifteen-years of age, settled with his. 
mole In Williamsburg, For a time he- attended, the famed college at 
'•hich hie, ktafflsaB taught, but it sems that he d i d  sot take a d e g r e e .3 
-tfpen- reachiag hit majority young BT@m: went .to l#ringston in lelsoa. 
County to manage & mercantile, business - which. fames Henderson had es­
tablished there in partnership with Parlcer Garland, la leviagstou 
fee met- lucy Fives, dmghter of Robert Rives, a scion of Cabell blood* 
tod there on April 27, lilf fee married her, if Alexander .Brown had 
not already a start in life his marriage to Bney Rives gave him one* 
His father-in-law, a large landowner as well as one of the county* s 
leading merchants, booh him into a- partnership, and when the -partner­
ship was dissolved: several years later, fee, ^because of his natural 
love for his daughter., .and. her husband, Alexander Brown, gave them 
m  estate known as the Variety Sills Tract.This consisted of
2* Alexander Brown, The Cabella and Their Ilu* Richmond, 1939, 464*
%  Ibid*,. 464*
4. Heleon flinty Deed Book (feovingston, fa*), fll, 378.
1,068 seres of land, flour and com mills, a saw mill,, .and a tannery.. 
In addition the generous father-in-law included fifteen slaves*5 On 
this, estate the historian*s grandfather built rtBeMont^w a mansion 
comparable ■ to 'those of M e  neighbors in the valley of the Ja&es*^
From this time on Alexander Brown took a leading part m  public 
affairs* In 1324.,, when the Marquis de Lafayette visited Montlcello, 
we find Major Alexander Brown of the- -Virginia. Militia acting as 
chairman of a committee to ^ interview Mm. and ascertain whether It will
oo.-sport sith U s  convenience to pass through the county of Kelson."7 
Sine# Major Brown* & namesake does not further elucidate the incident 
m  may presume that it did not -comport with the ■convenience11' of the 
distinguished French visitor **to pass through the county of Bel son.K 
It seems that the first iXexaiuter Brom took no great interest in poli­
tics,, but he was for many years a Juoii.ee- of the peace; and la, 1857 
at least he m ®  the presiding magistrate. This we know from a legal 
document among the Brown Papers .in, the William and Ifary College Li­
brary* This document fees a double interest* For in addition to being 
indicative of the status of the Brown family during the years previous 
to the outbreak of the Civil War, It shows the precautions then being 
taken to prevent slave uprisings* Therefore It is quoted in full.
H el son County to- wit.
To Moses H* Philips, Bury Seuggs, J. 3. McClelland,
William B* Cabell, Henry $, Cabell, and William Simpson,
I, Alexander Brown, a. Justice of the peace of the 
said county of ielson, do in the name of the Common­
wealth, command you, the said (names repeated)., to 
patrol and visit until the first day of
5. Ibid*, 373.
6. Ibid., 379-*
7. i0..eaander Brown, The Cabells and Their Elm*. Richmond, 1939, 464*
county court- o f the said county within the hounds of 
the said county at least one© a week all negro quarters 
and all other' places suspected of unlawful assemblies, 
or such slaves as may stroll from on© plantation to 
another and .to take all such persons found in unlawful 
assembly, or found strolling, to some justice of the 
peace near the place of capture to be dealt with ac­
cording to law. And I appoint yon, the said Hoses H. 
Philips captain of the said patrol. Given under my 
hand this 19th day of September, 1857.^
Alexander Brown, 1* P.
To this prominent Scottish immigrant and' his wife were bom. one- 
son and two daughters. One daughter, Margaret, married Eiehard H. 
Ulmer, an Episcopal minister md son of a former president o f the 
College of William and Mary. Eichard Wilmsr rapidly climbed the ec­
clesiastical ladder, and in 1862 he became the bishop of the Alabama 
diocese. The other daughter, Elisabeth, also married a clergyman, 
though a less prominent one, is the person of the Reverend Richard 
Kidder Meade of Charlottesville. 'Except for a brief reference to 
wAunt Betty1* with whom he lived while attending school in Charlottes­
ville, the younger Alexander Brown never mentioned either of his 
father*© sisters in any of his existing correspondence.
But of Robert Lawrence Brown we fortunately know considerably 
more than we do of his sisters. Along with them he was taught by 
private tutors at Belmont. The most Important of these tutors was 
Thomas Stanhope Flournoy, but recently graduated from the University 
of Virginia*^ A mm of learning and ambition, he later became a 
member of 'Congress .and an outstanding politician'*, consequently in
3. Legal document in the Brown Papers, College of William and Mary, 
Box Ho* 6*
9. Alexander Blown, .pie. Cabells end. Their Kin* Richmond, 1939, 392.
mM ? 6  he m #  chosen to make the speech seconding the nmi&atiom of 
WLum before the Beisocretic BationaX Convention of that year* that 
the squire of Belmont employed the very heat of iftebmctors for his 
children there mn he mo donbt.
fhms prepared for M # # r  education, Boberi Zomrmem Brown ottered 
the Balvortsiiy of1 Virginia in 1836, md three yeans later he received 
Me- bachelor*# degree. Be wished at this time to become am artist, aad, 
am hie father*# means were sufficient, he spent the m&it two years 
studying in Europe* But his ambitions in this respect were greater 
than hi# abilities md the undertaking had to be. given ap.^5
fpssn hi# return from Europe the mmkd^ be artist- married Sarah 
Calloway of hyaehtmrg* fo them a# related above, Menander Brown mas 
bom September IS&f. Sater another son and a daughter were bom
hot neither of them survived .infancy* Is 1849 Sarah Galloway from 
also died, and for the next several year# the future historian was 
reared by M s  pmdmother, Mieabelh Galloway,
After M #  return from Europe Bobert &mmmm Brown became an . 
eiacstor of no mmn repute. Be established m private school at Bet- 
tsont and there among a treasury of Molt#, the yotmg Message? re­
ceived hi# early. education* A few year# later Bobsrfc !».* added to hi# 
laurels by. becoming director of the Bynehburg Female Seminary at 
lynchbarg* Jk mm of versatile tastes, the prototype of the historian*s 
father would .indeed be hard: to find today* 1* '0, tylar says .of Mmi
IS- ^QFClopedla M  .glrgIM& %$3mr0b%* XH * 4SSU
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Ho combined the life of a- farmer with that of 
a teacher and was e man of culture end intelligence,
/ ^  typical representative of a class of anis«biiium 
Virginians who would finish yon off a quotation fro®
Horace or Virgil wore easier then an American gentle- 
man of this mercenary age can round out a familiar 
passage fro® fops or Shake spes.re.li
So much for the paternal ancestry of Alexander Brow.- Before 
taking op M l  early life an examination of the maternal line is' perti­
nent.
Since -the time of fillin® the Conqueror the mm of Cabell deed have 
left their imprint upon the pages of Ssglish and' Jaadteaa history. *£h& 
first of the line to settle in Virginia mm Hr* fillies Cabell effar* 
minster, Wiltshire, Ba gland, believed to have been a surgeon in the 
royal navy. When his ship pat into m Virginia port he visited the in* 
terior and %as so pleased with what he saw that he detemined to' aake 
it his future hoae.**^ Accordingly he returned to &  gland, married, 
and sometime after 1725 returned' again to Virginia, this enterprising 
physician settled far- up the valley of the dames outside the pale of 
the Tidewater settlement^ At the time of M s  death In 1774 he was lord 
of 27,000 acres of land and thousands of slaves.^
On this, land Colonel William Cabell, Sr., son of'the founder, built 
the house know as BMom- Hill. Completed in 1787, it was of palatial 
proportions with the usual appanages of a. southern plantation house.
*Rse builder of this famous mansion was the father of Colonel William 
Cabell the Younger who was the father of Mary Elisabeth Cabell* This
H. i». C. Tyler, Men of Mark In Virginia., Washington, 1909, V, 45.
12* Alexander Brown, The Cabells and Their Win. Richmond, 1939, 35*
13, Alexander Brown, The Cabells and Their Win, Richmond, 1939, 87.
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gra&&*48ti#iter of toe builder of futon Hilt,, taarrisd Dr* Geor§© Calloway, 
a lymchbnrg physician* himself a scion of -» famous pioneer family. Ha 
ass a nephew of felomel Mchard Galloway, m e  of the founders of Em-
to- daughter of Dr. George m i  Bayy Sizabeto Galloway ass to- 
mother of &eMUs$*r Brown* to# the histories* *6 maternal ancestry m s  «a 
mbr&km-liM® tmm the founder of the family is. firgiais*^'
life m m  s background it was only natural tot Alcnw&6$r Brows 
should become a seboisr of mo mem proportions. His Brown ancestry In 
both the fid HerM end the Hew had conneotiotis of which he might well 
have hem proud* Bis GabeU.. heritage* too* he Justly held la exalted 
-esteem* Of this remsrkable family m e  of t o  pmamt century1 a most t o  
fiuemtial m m  of affairs- felt impelled to say tot
toeir high brows aal cheek bones* tolr afpiilst© 
noses m i  other physical aatoiags conspired, with autoen- 
tic genealogy to" refer their surname to the Sonaan mm 
of the latin word Batalins rather tom to the latim 
word Bonus for toat knightly animal, the horse* Few 
families in toe history of war country hare been so 
productive as toe Gabell/e and their him. of ability 
nwtglftg all toe way from toe practical sagacity of 
skillful business mmogmmt to brilliant professional 
and political talent****
M m m M m  Bmm  spent toe years, of M s  boyhood among toe peaceful 
.rusticities of his native Seism Bounty* In his father,s library he 
early became aeguatoted with toe best to toe literature of Barepe and 
Miseries, To toe deeds of toe heroes of toe past toe adventurous spirit
14. Alexander Brown, ®Bolonel William CEabell, Sr., of felon Sill,®' 
toe -Standard (Mcfemond, Va.) November 26, 1879*
15* ' See genealogical chart at toe end of toe chapter.
16. HUliwn 6* Bruce, Bacolleetlons. Baltimore, 1936,. 5§«
mof the young reader thrilled* M l  to -his as to taaxxy another Virginia 
hoy before siit Mmee his tise the stories of Captain - Jelm - Smith hat: 
the greatest appeal of all.^ lot mill he hat. become a settled man 
sad hat teen twice married did he - exchange Captain loha Smith for 
lord Be La Warr (or Bel&ware) as the sartor of the first permanent Sag* 
lists setttoemt In
Item the lad was thirteen, md. had learned all that tel# father m$ 
the teachers in his father*s school coaid beach .his, he was seat to Char­
lottesville to receive instruction i»; the school of Horace loses* Bar­
ing the middle years of the nineteenth century this rigid disciplinarian 
m s  considered one of tfe* most gifted educators is. Virginia, sad indeed.. 
of -the South* lhat the fntew histories studied under his guidance we 
ess only conjecture. Presumably' he was indoctrinated with the dsaafes, 
with the standard historians, and perhaps with Latin .and Greek* these 
were the studies In which a gentleman of the Bid South. would wish his 
sm  to indulge*
Among the known Brown correspondence there is, only one letter 
written during the years at Charlottesville* fhls lone letter to his 
father, written at the age of thirteen while undergoing his first year 
under the tutelage of Horace denes, shows little .Indication of a to* 
toe literary career* Be wrote*
Bear father* la 1 have finished my studies for the 
night I must write hose and tell the little news* 1 have:
17* MmsmM®r Brown, the ffirpt Republic in America* Beaten- and Sew fork, 
W ,  iv.
IB* Alexander Brown, aSlr Thomas West, third Lord Be La W&rr,« Maga- 
glow of American History* II,, 16-30* See also Bttallaii folttlea in 
iarly Virginia giatory* Boston and lew fork, 1901, M*
mmot got quite strait in school as jet,. X think. Mr* 
Jones has more boys than be css attend to, that la 16 or
17. Prank and. myaelf have beam side, Frank from Monday 
until Friday, I from fhmrsd&y until today (Tuesday). I 
m, homesick a little as yet, but I hope soon to get over 
it* Out school house is mow the hack room to the D M  
Albemarle Insurance Company which is on the square; 
therefore he it very strict, Se takes in at mime o* clock 
and fives rocesa at one lasting from 15 to 30 minutes, 
lets out In the warning at § mast 3* the hoys mat go 
strait homo after school without stopping to play on the 
square, Aunt Betty is buying in fall .goods for the chil­
dren cud the servants, Ask se a good many questions In 
your letter for mews la scarce* fell me the names of oil 
the mew scholars and who you expect. 111. are well and 
doing well, love trm  all to all*
four devoted son 
A. Brown
P* B. Write as soon as possible a long loiter full of 
mews, There were- no circulars last week but will be 
this,19
this letter, with erroneous spelling ami pimctation, is. doubtless 
better than the average entering high school student could write today, 
The copious use of the semi-colonj though faulty, shews more than am 
ordinary grasp of the rudiments of grammar*, fet in view of the fact 
that he had been brought up among the beet books and had had the best of 
instruction, 1 believe the letter shows little indication of a future 
literary activity*' this lack of -any marked writing talent ia explained 
partially at least by the fact that M s  mind at this age of his de­
velopment mm directing itself into s scientific and not into a literary 
channel* Sow he wished to become a civil engineer,^
In I860' .Hubert Lawrence Brown went to Lynchburg to assume the
19* Letter of Alexander Brown to Hubert Lawrence Brown., $&;.» XL, I8$6, 
Brown Papers, College of William and Mary, Box So* 12*
20* L. 0. Tyler, Men of Mark in Virginia* Washington, 7, 15,
directorship of the girl S3 seminary there. That sme year 'his eon 
completed his studios under Horace Jones.. HaiuraXIy, therefore, the 
young Alexander elected tfr enter Lynchburg College that s a t m  to begin 
■;: Ms'engineering studies*^- For father and son that school year mat 
have began with happy angaries* Since M e  mother had died the future 
historian had spent hot little, time in till father*a house. 'Bat now 
the elder Brom had married again and family relationships coaid again 
be realised* Helther of them knew that before the academic year ended 
both would hare left the class m m  to answer the Confederacy* a call, 
to arms. It would be interesting to knew the courses of study upon 
which, the would-be engineer entered* Since the students of that day 
had not the latitude of choice which those of the present day have, we 
may conclude that he .still pursued to a great extent the humanities 
and Hie classics. But he no doubt took up scientific studies as much 
as it was possible for him to do so.
When the session of M M  began many of the promising students of 
the year before had gone to war, and among them Mexander Brown. Though 
only seventeen he was among the first to e n l i s t .22 Our infoaation on 
the historian’ s military career, or how M s  family stood upon Hie i e *  
■sues that rent the nation in twain is sadly lacking. We have already 
poted that the elder Mexander Brown received fifteen, slaves at a part 
of hi# marriage denary* The records yield one ether reference to the 
ownership of slaves by the family where one Hubert Camp and one William
£1* te&nymom letter to Alexander Brown, February 10, 1862, Brown 
.Papers, Bax Ho* 1.
22* Colonel William lamb, #Tho Death of firgiaia1© Great Historian,** 
Landmark (September 2, 1906), 10*
Sheffield 'promised pay or danse to be paid to Bobert X». Brown, M s  
heir# dr assigns me Just and full mm o f tea- dollars in current money, 
it being for the hire of a. Begro boy named Ssra for 'the present year*ft^  
fhm almost from the beginning of their establishment in Queries down 
to- the Civil far Hie Browns were slave owners* Their attitude toward 
the institution of' slavery m s probably no different from that of the 
typical Virginia planter.
For some unexplained m m m  we have almost mom of .Hexander Bt&m*» 
correspondence during the war years* There is one extant letter to the 
young soldier from a college girl friend whom he had met while a eta** 
dent si Lynchburg. It is the first known reference to him ss #Sandy# * 
m mm® which was to cling to him throughout, the rest of M #  life, .end 
which had doubtless Men given him by friends in Lynchburg* The anony­
mous writer of this letter, we may infer, was the object of the his­
torians first love* She assured him that when he left on his-next 
furlough that
I will keep' my promise. How you hme it in black and 
white 'If I should happen' to deny it* It was not because 
I did sot .like you well enough to kiss you, Bendy, that- 
I did not do so-, but enough of this kissing business*^
This letter further affords an example of the attitude of the ©ore in­
tellectual youth toward that portion of the population which .did not 
immediately and wholeheartedly plunge into the war.
2% Contract signed January 19, 18$Z between Boberi I. Brown end Robert 
Samp and William Sheffield, Brown tapers, Box Ho. 11.
24* Anonymous letter to HexBsder Brown, February 10, 1862, Brows 
Papers, Box Wo* 1.
Hsry Bavia actually raised enough mm here to have 
a- party. The girls in Lynchburg mm. m- well pleased 
with these -cowards as if they were all generals* for 
«y part I would mot deign to accept their love or at* 
tent ion. The bravest are the tender©si and only the 
loving are the darlmg.25
The young Virginia gentlemen ■ of 1061 had a predilection for ser­
vice in Hi© cavalry md the artillery. -Mlemader Brown chose the Xat* 
ter. 26 sis father also laid down the ferule and was mow Lieutenant 
Robert L, Brown of the Lynchburg Provost Guard.^ Bnfortunaiely Has 
military activities of Hie father are even less known tham those of his 
more f amous son* Since the biographical sketches given in. *Ebe. gabclls 
and Their Kim and the Bnomlooedia of Virginia Biography 'barely sen-, 
tion these- facts we -nay assume- that- Lieutenant Robert L., Brown remained 
in and about Lynchburg for Hie duration of the war.^S *
Other then the fact that he immediately Joined am. artillery coaj&my* 
the military adventures of Alexander Brown' are lost from our ken until 
the war is about to cose to a close late in 1864* In December of' that 
year Goners! Benjamin F. Butler and Admiral David B. Porter launched -a 
combined land-sea -attack against fort Fisher* forth Carolina. Because- 
of the speed with which the South was subsequently conquered, the im­
portance of Hits near impregnable bastion as a major key in the
25* Anonymous letter to Alexander Brown* Feb. la, 1862, Broun Papers, 
Box fo. i.
26. Colonel William Lamb, nTh& Death of Virginia’s Great Historian,^ 
Landmark {September 2, 1906), 10.
27* Sbcvcloteedia of Virginia Biography. If* 421,
28. the historian himself states that his father wm  director of the 
Bminary from 1866 until his resignation M  1870. See fbq 8ahell.6 
snd 464*
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Confederate defenses km  been greatly mderestijsaied by students of 
the conflict, ft m s the gu&Mim of Wilmington, the South *s greet 
Importing centers and General See himself advised the Confederacy that 
if Fisher fell his army .could not subsist, therefore its ccmender# 
Colonel William hamb, was instructed to hold the Fort to the Aast*^
On the night -Of December .20, I864 the attack began with m heavy 
beritay&Mat fro®’ the sea. Jeeonting to a ranking Bulon naval officer 
present it was the largest naval force Fever before. assembled under one 
command in the history of the American. Sa.vy. »30 f^e defenders beat off 
the initial attack in which the besiegers- lost heavily, timrmpm the 
Federal commanders hit upon the Idea of exploding e powder-bo&t. so hear 
the fort that the resultant concession would destroy it* Accordingly 
the loulsiants, cm old gun-bost no longer serviceable was loaded' with 
two hundred and fifty tons of powder. At midnight on December 23rd it 
wm towed as near, the .forias was deemed. feegdbie. After performing 
their perilous duty and applying' the ms-boh, the volunteer mem ©seeped 
to., the m$m. fleet which then moved m% to tea to await results * Ae~ 
cording to Confederate reports the explosion was%amlebs, but- 
according to the official federal report
It crested a perfect panic, ©tunned and disabled the 
men- so that they refused to fight* notwithstanding the
29* Colonel filliaa lamb, wfhe Defense of Fort Fisher,* Battles.and 
Isadora of the Civil War. If, ed. Boberi £q$m&m and Clarence Buel, 
lew fork, 1804, 642.
30* Captain Thomas 0. Selfridge, rtThe Wavy at Fort Fisher,1*- Battles 
and leaders of the Civil. War. If, 655* Copt* Self ridge, who should 
have known gave a total of sixty vessels as the largest force ever 
before assembled under one command .in 0. S. naval history*
31. €♦ A* Evans, edU* Confederate Military History. Atlanta, 1309,. 2?4.
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efforts of their officers, and the severe bombardment 
that followed so- completely demoralised them that 
two hundred men could haw gone into end taken pos­
session of the works,32
Bsg&rdleas of which report it the accurate one, the fact- was that 
Hhe next morning the fort still stood grim as ever, apparently un­
injured by the experiment, and an eye-witness Federal officer pro­
nounced it an flignominous failure. **33 %j% bis narrative of the. siege
Colonel William lamb does not m m  refer to the incident.34 it seems, 
therefore,, that the powder-boai explosion had no great effect on the 
outcome of the struggle for possession of the Fort* However, there 
m m  one casulty— one of great consequence to the individual concerned, 
and, as it proved, to American historical scholarship, the Staunton 
Hill Artillery Company, of which the future historian was a ©ember, was 
stationed at Maaahboro, five miles to the Worth of Fort Fisher to guard 
against a land attack from that quarter* Cht the night of the ex­
plosion Privets Alexander Brown was .sleeping wrapped, in a blanket on 
the ground beside his gun.35 The concussion resulting £mm the explo­
sion, though it did not wake all. the men at Masoitbore completely de­
stroyed the hearing in Brown*# right ear, and so injured the mechanism 
of the left that a few years later he lost the use of that ear also*
For the lest thirty-five years -of his life the historian scarcely 
heard a spoken word. 36
O'
32* Frank Moore, ed*. The Rebellion Be cord. (Mew fork), XX, 612.
33* Captain Thomas 0* Self ridge, «$he Savy At Fort Fisher,11 Battles 
and Leaders of the Civil War. XV, 655*
34.. Battles and headers of the Civil War* IV, 642-654*
35. 'Colonel William lamb, “The Death of Virginia1# Great Historian., 
Landmark. (September 2, 1906), 11*^
36. ' {September 2, .1906), 12,*
It is not to bo supposed that the fortuity of this event caused the 
harassed Confederate forces to release Brown or that he received any 
more treatment^ was immediately demanded* It is very probable that Hie 
future scholar' continued with his duties as though no accident had 
happened*
Ifter the end of the war. Brown, like many others formerly in the 
upper financial and social strata of the South, had the problem of 
earning a livelihood* We first hear of him in Washington where for the 
next three years he was clerk in a .grocery store* Here he was doubtless 
more fortunate than those Confederate veterans who had returned to their 
former homes and had tried to fit themselves into the places they had 
once occupied* in Washington he at least did not suffer for the neceS-“ 
sities of life* But by 1868 the hearing in his left ear had so dete­
riorated that he could no longer perform his tasks. 80 in that year he
returned to his native Virginia to take up there the life which., though 
obscure was destined to lead to a high place upon the honor scroll of 
his country* s historiography.
,35
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Chapter IU 
fhe Middle Tears
1. Business life
It has often been supposed that when Alexander B m  returned to 
Helson County In 1868 that lie was almost completely destitute. But 
suoh, happily m s not the case* It Is true that for the whole of M s  
adult Ilfs he suffered greatly from financial ©mbarraassmnb, hut an 
impartial study of the historian’s papers and eorrespon&ene© leads the 
investigator to the unavoidable conclusion that friends end relatives 
intentionally or unintentionally took advantage of M s  generosity ~~ 
that In his desire to help others out of their troubles he brought 
’trouble upon Mmself* fbls, rather than a lack of hard work or fru­
gality, seems to be the cause of M s  continual indebtedness* of M s  
numerous appeals to M s  more fortunate friends for pecuniary aid —  
appeals which were usually answered in the negative. Among the Brown 
papers there are a great number of requests to ’’dear Sandy, * or to 
^dear Cousin Sandy” for loans varying tmm trifling amounts to as much 
';ue two hundred- dollars,* which during, the post-war years- was a great deal 
Of mojaey* Some of these letters were written in behalf of friends who 
^ a ft know you well enough to ask for it themselves*’1 It is, moreover, 
very obvious that mm who knew him but slightly would sometimes seek 
M s  aid* Consider for instance the following uncouth letters
1* Letter of Q* B* McClelland to Marauder Brown, {undated}, Brown 
.Papers, College of William- and Mary, Box Bo* 6* M s  request for 
#210 is the largest of many requests for loans* For other requests 
:’°;See Box Bo. 5 and Bur Bo* 6, passim*
mUmv Mr. Brown— I want #100 untill next weak. Can 
you let me liar© it. I will be under obligation to you.
1 will return it for certain next week. Send it by mail 
tomorrow*
Oas Matters^
Me bate no way of knowing for sure whether Brom complied with the.ee 
numerous requests or not* But it is extremely unlikely that so many 
people would ask so sat favors of a single individual unless they were 
reasonably sure of favorable answers,
4s stated above, the future historian m s  not in bad financial straits 
■when he returned to. f irginia. Sometime prior to 1868 Bobsrb %mmwm 
Brown incurred obligations which he could not met* To secure this debt 
to the creditors, eomMssloners appointed by the- Heison County Circuit 
. -Court mid three hundred and. fifty three acres of land .at-: public auction.s 
Dr* Paul Calloway, the debtor*© brother-in-law, bought this land* Through 
his mother, Alexander Brown held an interest- in some "dower property sow 
in.the .possession of Slima Calloway."^ In 1068, while working in 
Washington, he conveyed his claim to this property to M s  mole, and Br* 
Calloway m  his part turned over ‘to M s  nephew the property f ormerly owned 
by the letter's father.5 'Hie following year Brown sola this threo hundred 
and fifty-three acres to Paul Stratton for twenty-five hundred dollars
A
cash-in-hand.
g. Letter of Cas Matters to Alexander Brown, (undated), Brown Papers,
Box 336. 6.
8. HeLsoa County Deed Book (Lovingston, ¥a.), MZt 416*
4* Ibid., EtXs 369-370*
S. IMA*. OTX, 856. 
0* IMA*, OT, 416.
mTwenty-five hundred dollars m o  a considerable mm of money in 1869. 
3jj addition to tMs rather large amount, -Brown feed no doUbt saved a part 
of M o  earnings .during the three years spent 1m Washington. Therefore, 
compared with the average Confederate veteran the returned native m e  
exceedingly fortunate in obtaining the means to make a mm start in life.
Evidently Brown had liked the mercantile business, for upon- his 
return to Balnea 'Scanty -he immediately established a store of his own in 
Borwood, one of the county*s smallest hamlets*7 It- will be remembered 
that Alexander Brown the imaigraat demonstrated an extraordinarily 
sagacious business ability* Apparently this aptitude for business manage-* 
meat passed from the grandfather to the grandson. At any rate* for the 
next fm  years he successfully operated a general merchandise store in the 
town In which he had chosen to live. Then toe people of the surrounding 
countryside could buy groceries, dry goods* and farming equipment*8
In 1871 Brown secured the appointment of postmaster for Boxwood, 
which further increased his income, I s  salary as postmaster in a town 
of only two or tores hundred could not have been large* But Judging from 
_ the efforts to remove him from the office-' it must have been a dssirable 
position in those days* M  this connection there was an attempt- to blot 
the fair name of Alexander Brown with a charge of malfeasance in office. 
Among toe denizens of the vicinity* it would seem, there was a large 
number of Bepoblieaas. These adherents of the Grand Old Baity accused 
toeir postmaster of discriminating against them in the delivery of toe
7. 1* 0* Tyler, Men of Hark in Virginia. Washington, 1909* If* 47*
8. Brown's accounts with Henry Loving & sons* Bobinson Tate & Co*»
D. B. Bayne & Boas* all wholesalers, give a reasonably clear picture
of Brown*a business* See Brown Papers, Box Bo* 8* Box Bo* 3, Box Be* 4, 
passim.
mails. An Investigation was mads of tile affair* and the following letter 
from the postal investigator is of interests
Bear Mr* Brown *** I very muck regret that yon were away 
when 1 visited Harwood on the 3Bth Inst* 1 understand yon 
disclaim being a partisan and deny the charge of any disposi­
tion on your part to mafee any disiriminatlon against Republicans.
The complaint 1 have-heard is that you will not deliver 
Republican documents sent to your office for distribution, and 
that you electioneer actively at the polls*
t  do not presume any Republican would care about your 
opinions. All 1 understand them to ash is that you ta&e no 
active part in politics and that you will do your duty to 
Republicans as well as to Democrats in the delivery of papers.
I understand that you, are delicately situated; that Mr.
Patterson, in whose employment you are* is a bullying Democrat 
and may require you to' stand at Mb bach and assist him* X 
hope, however, that you have too Just a sense of your duty to 
Wf- the administration that appointed you to do hlsbidding in, this 
respect; and X feel sure that you would not abuse my confidence 
by thus acting while you lead me to suppose that you will be 
under no political bias m  m  officer* fo be plain with' you;, 
therefore, it is necessary for you to say that you will not 
meddle in petty politics ami that you will do your whole duty 
as Postmaster in circulating and delivering Republican documents, 
you mast at all times act /with scrupulous Justice to all customers* 
Republicans as well as Democrats* in your delivery of the mails*
Tours wry sincerely,
Alexander Rives.9
It will be recalled that at the time this letter was written the 
political corruption, of the Grant Mminist ration was at its worst, the 
surprising thing about the affair is that Brown* the Democrat and Goa* 
federate veteran, obtained. the appointment at all. Equally astonish­
ing* though pleasantly so, Is-the fact that a postal officer under the 
Grant Administration wrote in so friendly a spirit to a member of the
0, letter of Alexander Rives to Alexander Brown, December 20* 1875, 
Brown Papers, Box Ho. 6,
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opposition party. Some days later the postmaster was gratified* m  may 
imagine, when he received from the same official a notification that 
"charges of discrimination against certain of your customers hare not 
'teen sustained.”1®
Apparently, as far as M s  superiors were concerned, the matter 
was ended. But it hy no means ended the efforts of Brown’s enemies to 
drive M s  from the Boxwood postoffiee. As the year drew to a close, 
m  acquaintance wrote the following, latter*
Bear Sir —  I am sorry to say that 1 found Colonel B.
In no condition to approach on the matter we were talking 
about. A gentleman told me yesterday he saw Patterson a 
few days age and he was doing ell In M s  power to have you 
removed. Hom don’t mention- my name la connection with this.
1 will tell you my informant when X see you* ft is reliable * 
This is strictly confidential. X only wrote to put you on 
your guard. X would advise you to see Judge lives at. once- 
Mr* James Rogers will go to lynch.hurg on Monday and he will 
find out all he can. If he finds out anything, I will write 
you by Tuesday’s mail.13*
If the writer of the above lather dispatched by Tuesday’s mail any 
information discovered by Mr. James Sogers in Lynchburg, it is not now 
among the Brown papers. .Sarly in 1876 Brown received the following 
crudely written letter from a well wishing citizen*
lir* Brown* Bear -Sir ~~ I saw John Billiard yesterday, 
Sunday, I ash had anything been done with your off ice yib. 
he said not yit, But they had a meeting last Satuday for 
that purpose. He said there would be something done about 
it soon* Ould Patterson and all the dam Radicals in the 
county was there* 1 could not git any more out of M m  as
IB. letter of Alexander Hives to Alexander Brown, January 23, 1876, 
Brown Papers* Box Ho* 6*
11. letter of 1* K* Betis to Alexander Brown, March SO* 1876, Brown 
Papers, Box Ho. 6
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be mm in a ter but Z w tlt m e him agMriGOon* You ate 
.not sar X said saptMiig to j w  about lb*i^
It would be of ologtter interest If «o tew more of Up* Patterson 
and tli© l a t e  of Brete© business coanactloo with Mm* Bat m£oTtmmte~ 
Xf there is m  further mmton of M m  in m? of the M 0teiau#s Urnm 
correspondence. ffcaterer Its antes* Mr* Patterson ms not able to 
pressure tlu» future historian into impolitic political activities, and 
Bmm held Ms. postetership until 1831 • tether M a  retUsmaab at 
tMs time mas rolantarr or mot it la impossible to «ar with absolute 
eortitud©* Bat that same Ito sold .Ms ate© to Ms Motte*la*
law, William »* Cabell*^ ompollsd to do ao# ha talXa us, because of 
M s  almost total deafness* Ihus, w© mar presume, he loft the post 
off ids for tbs .same reason*
te year LS7S m e  an important year la Brown*s life* la that i w  
be married Corolla© Augusta Cabell-., tester of' Me$o Cabell of Balsa 
1111* If m fmetxmm1 past of bb© tease ted about Caroline Cabell by 
the histories frien&s m m  imm ««* sad ttee is m  reason to doubt 
item at© m s  ladte a remarimM© woman.*4 Bor death three short 
years later ms*, m  may mil believe, a ©evere Mow to Alsraader Brown* 
sad perhaps to M s  future voftu
-tom Mtetxed Its matiimoalal e&msMm with the aoterosmt of
IS* l0tt$r of M* II* Wm to Alexander Brown, Mamb, BO*. 1076* Brown 
fapem* Box Wo* $*
IS* Letter of Wm. D* Cabell to Alexander Brown, May £2* 1087* Brown 
lepers, Box Bo* S. ter© ere m  indicatioaa us to terms, of the 
transaction*
14* See Letter of Allen. Rims to Mexante Brown —  snsueious others* 
Box Wo* 6* paselm.
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Union Bill* Here again the correspondence and records indicate that the 
marriage of the future historian led him into serious financial diffi­
culties* 'Sals does not’ impugn the honor and integrity of Mayo Cabell 
or any member of his family. On the contrary, the fact that he fcapb 
such a large estate intact for forty years in the face of serious 
/ physical handleaps and civil war is- a fitting testimony to the fort!** 
tude of the man who became father-in-law to Alexander Brawn.3'5 let the 
fact remains that by 1868 bankruptcy was staring llayo Cabell in the face* 
"pie circumstances of your house suggest to ms the- propriety of strong 
measures*" wrote his creditors* attorney, "While we have so desire to 
embarrass you unnecessarily, you should see the full force of our re­
quest for-a full and prompt statement of .your condition*-/We are told 
that we may rely upon-both: your judgment and your candor* Please let 
us know what you have lately done or suffered and if you have any 
propositions to mates*
fhe Oeorge w* Seed & Co., for whoa the above letter was written, 
hold a claim against Mays Cabell for twelve hundred dollars* In addi*
’ tion, another Biduaosd firm, Johnson & Bonaford, held a mortgage* the 
exact amount of which cannot be determined from the Brown papers, 
against tJaioa Hill itself*^ In 1869 Mayo Cabell died, leaving these 
debts unsettled* When Alexander Brown- married Caroline Cabell, he 
assumed the burden of the mortgage against Union Hill and secured the
15, Mayo Cabell suffered the loss of his right leg in 1841 and in 
subsequent years hie health was extremely poor. See Ihs Cabells and 
fhelr li>a* 424-425*
16* letter of stiles Christenson to Mayo Cabell* Jan* 4* 1868, Brown 
Papers, Box Ho* 5.
IV* Legal document in Brown Papers* Box Be* 1* fbts document is so 
small that it is illegible in many places. *
property from hi# mother-in-law as -a reversion In dower, the last 
installment of two thousand dollars was paid in 1876.
Mb have mm men.' that Brown returned to Virginia with the .moan# 
to make a nm start in life;., that Os tat a business In Norwood which,
■ * togetMr with the .post office, 'mast have given him a .fair insane*
After his retirement tmm business In. 1881, 'he devoted his time to 
faming the Union BUI,' estate.* In that year the Kelson County records 
reveal that he m id ten acres of land to Easels A. trench of Hew fork
, tja
for one thousand dollars, irnt at almost the same time he borrowed 
fifteen hundred dollars for a purpose now unknown said mortgaged a por­
tion of his land to secure it.19 This mm not paid until 1898.20
Shortly after his marriage he sold two hundred and ninety-one acres of
21land to a Lynchburg attorney for twenty-five hundred dollars* fhus 
it is difficult to see why the- historian ^onM have always been so in 
want of money, the only plausible explanation is that he could not say 
- no to the Importunities of those he deemed, less fortunate than himself} 
that a sizeable portion of -the money he let out m e never returned* fhe 
fact that in 1880 he paid a debt of only twenty-five dollars, incurred 
three years before, for his step*mother* s coffin,^2 would seem to- be 
proof enough of' the procrastination of his debtors*
After the liquidation of his Borwood business, the historian, as 
stated above, devoted his time to farming as a means of earning a living. 
As a farmer he seems to have been altogether a grain producer, there
Kelson bounty Deed Book, m ,  107*
10* Ibid** SEX* 374~3¥§*
2G* Ibid.. 3CGRr» 226.
m. ibid* * scnr, ss?.
22. letter of y* A* -Dinguid to Alexander Brown, February 26, 1880, 
Brown Papers, Box Bo* 7
being numerous records instances of corn and wheat sales, but none of
Afg
livestock. He also acted as a tobacco buying agent for the Richmond 
firs of Slfelett, Cary & Sol* which, it would seem, increased his income 
by about fifty percent*^' It would seem, further, that he seldom drew 
these payments because he borrowed from the company and was generally 
indebted to them when their accounts m m  settled# siblett and Cary, 
on their part, seamed to place implicit trust in Brown's honesty and 
ingenuity to- repay these loans,, thus in Idly of 188? they sent Brown 
three hundred dollars for which ha a eked, and stated that °we hare m  
fears of ever regretting anything we may do for you in this Xine*nS5 
■the correspondence with Siblett and Cary forms a most fitting testimonial 
to the historian*e character and honesty in M s  business relationships.
Beginning about 1875 and continuing for- some years thereafter* 
Alexander Brown had high hopes for the development of copper mining 
operations on his property, So interested the Schuylkill Copper Works 
to the point that they sent m  investigator f rom Pennsylvania to fSelsoa 
County* mis Investigator advised Brown, that he saw very' little indica­
tion of copper in his neighborhood, except at Mr. Peter's place.2^ Bow- 
ever, a geologist from the University of Virginia led Brown to believe
S3. Receipts for these sales may be found In the Brown Papers, Box Bo*
1 estimate M e  average income from this source as #8O0 ~ #1000 out of 
which came the expenses of operation*
Mm In IBM Brown's share of the proceeds amounted to #520, and in 18SB 
to #360* See letters of Siblett, Cary and Co. to Alexander Brown,
Brown Papers, Mm Bo*
MS, .letter of Siblett, 'Cary & Co. to ..Alexander Brown, M y  14,. 1887.
■ Brown Papers,, Bex Bo* 1*
26. Letter of 1# »■*' Wallet to Alexander Brown, December $, 1875, Brown 
Papers, Box Bo* 10*
that there might be copper deposits on the Onion Hill estate,89
It was tbe fyaoa Mining Company of Baltimore which finally
interested itself in copper mining prospects on the historian* a proper- 
28
ty. It sems that they planned, -to form a partnership, the nature of 
which the oorrespondence toes not make clear* m e  company sent Brews 
the- money to- finance the preliminary ground work, -ant, they occasionally 
sent a man to Harwood to advise the hopeful farmer on the conduct of M s  
work. The head of the firm, W, w* lysoa himself* was several times a
«a
.guest'at Union Bill* fhey made an effort to acquire the Peters proper- 
. ty when the Schuylkill agent saw strong indications of copper ore. Bat 
evidently Mr, Peters was not receptive to their overtures for the 
...property was never secured,
By 1877 Brown and fyson were certain that they had found a copper 
■ vein, However, the industrial demands for copper during those years 
"were not- heavy*' , Ihis. consideration alone prevented the fyeon Company
*30
from investing, heavily in the venturi* ' But as the market was not 
'.healthy, their work was only experimental and preliminary, and Brown 
did, or supervised, tbisworSc Mmself, from Julyl7?7 to April 1880, 
the company sent Brown some nine hundred dollars with which to carry on 
the project,^* Bresumahly a portion of this money was for over-head
27. letter of lames Harvey to Alexander Brown, January 27, 3876, Brcwn 
Papers, Box Ho, 1.
28* See letters of W» w. lysoa to Alexander Brows,* April 24, 1876, to 
Feb. 2, 1881* Be* 5 ;& 6.
29* letters of W* f* fyaen boAlexaader Brown, Hov* 25* 1078 and 
April 14, 3880, Brows Papers, Box He* 8.
30. Ibid* * Hay 24* 1878; July 14, 1879; April 14* 1680, Box SO. 
m* H H * *  May ?» 1878| May 24* 1878; July 14* 1879; April 14* 1880,
Bex He*
expenses and a portion to pay Brown for M s  labor* While the earlier 
analyses did not show a high percentage of copper, %eon and M e  mm 
for some reason believe it would improve, The surface ore* they, told 
Brown* was what minors call *very kindly.^
the historian's financial troubles are clearly revealed by M s  
correspondence with W* W» Tyson. CM the security of the supposed copper 
vein* Brown hoped that Tyson would relieve M a  of at least a part of M s  
financial strain. .But bare, boo, be was disappointed. In answer 
bo M s  propel* the head, of the- mining firm wrote:
I am truly sorry circumstances -are such as to renter 
it impossible for me be do anything in your matter. I am 
carrying a heavy load and cannot in justice to other# do 
so at the time. Otherwise, 1 would glaMy advance the 
money yon will so m m  need* With such security as yon can 
give can’t you find someone who has the money be loan and 
enable yon to await the demand for such property which Is 
sure to come when the price of copper or# reaches its 
nominal figure.33
This correspondence further afford# direct testimony that the 
hlstoite® allowed his friends to impose upon his free-hearted nature* In 
another communication Tyson wrote? nM your efforts to help other# 
out of their trouble# during the last few years you have added much to 
your own* The last ease you speak of does seem a hard one*. I shall .be 
interested in knowing how It comae out."34
Unfortunately, we do nob know how the case came out, but these 
words do bell us that the historian*# willingness to help others led his
fso complete the story of Alexander Brown's business life during 
these middle years between 1868 and 1890* lb is only necessary bo say 
that copper ore of a sufficiently high grade bo warrant mining opera­
tions proved completely lacking. Once again hopes of economic 
security were dashed to the ground* At this time he wm engaged in his 
historical studies, ffcas the success of the prelect isms particularly 
desirable to' give- M m  the time end the means to do. research* In 1886 
and again in 1887 storms .and floods destroyed ids crops and during the 
next tm  years M s  economic position was extremely difficult.35 Sob 
until lie had almost reached,bis -CM did the historian liquidate his 
debts and achieve 'a measure of security*®6
35. letter of Alexander Brosm bo Charles Peace. Hay 2, 1887, Beane 
Papers, Massachusetts Historical Society*.
36* letter of Mrs* -Cabell Bobiason bo the author, March 4, 1887.
tm literary Life 
that 'phase of the renaissance of Virginia history known among 
historlaag as the John -Smith controversy was the factor which di­
rected the intellectual faculties of Alexander Bmm 'lute the field 
of historical research, and so changed the whole course -of his life* 
the fact 'that the controversy once more tamed the eyes of the na­
tion1 s historians toward Virginia gives it added importance from the 
standpoint of this study*
For almost three centuries Captain Mm Smith m s  the first m& 
last authority m the early hlsteiy of the Aasestom colony. Then in 
1860 Charles Beane., a Boston, merefeesi tamed, historian, performed a 
distinctive service to colonial historiography* It had been made 
known -to. this man of affluent culture that there mnM to the great li­
brary of the Arohiopiscopal Palace at Lambeth, a manuscript relating 
to the establishment of toe Virginia colony, and which ms then un- 
Jfflsm to students of early Virginia, history. For well over two hun­
dred years this musty manuscript bad lain there, tawed and unread ex­
cept by J, S. 0. Anderson who had used it in the preparation of his 
ffimrch of Jteglsad to tbs Colonies .37 Anderson, however, bad bees us- 
able to- identify it* Beane, tbos# as laglish friend, procured a 
transcript and recognised it as Bdward Maria Wingfield*s *&iscottrse 
os.- Virginia*. Soon thereafter he published it with * splendid totro- 
faction ana elaborate explanatory footnotes.3® Thas another important
37* Published to London, 1845.
3i. Is Archaeologia Americana (Bosto&s Americas Mtlmmrim Society* 
lS60)ri¥,b9-lO3.------- -
m
addition me made tn the source material for the study of early M&rimM 
history*. Xm one of Ills footnotes to this interesting narrative sritten 
by the deposed first president of the first coXoniel council in teerlca , 
the. Boston historian observed that neither Smith* in his aissnte .per­
sonal narrative^ of the first year1# event* in the colony* nor hi# com­
panions in the Oxford tract of 1612 mde any mention of hi# mem® fvm  
the exeeatitra block, and that the aa&oanosiaent m s  first made to the
world in The Geaemll Bi&torle of flrginla, Urn England, ami the, Summer
tales, jwbiiahsd In 1624.4°
In &S6& tens made yet mother notable contribution to the histo­
riography of colonial, firgini# %  editing end poblishing *ia his o m
admirable maimer elth ft&taes* of .learning and great accuracy *41
tain John Smith*# 4  free Halation of. ytrniate 42 ^  ^ hicfe fee commented 
still further npon. the redoubtable Captain* e failure to mention the 
incident*^ He him explained that -the original manuscript itself had 
m m r been found and that the first editor, one «ho identified him­
self only as #. fi., had deleted a portion of the ssaim&crlpt as "fit 
to be priyateln44
M* M ^m e delation of Virginia*
4#* Charles Beane, ed,, *A fiiseatsr&e om flrgimia1** Archaeloala iteaffic&fta* 
Boston, 1B60, X?, 9M$fe»
■41* lose# Colt Tyler, 4 History of .American literature daring the Colomla 
time. Urn fork* H f C  I.
42. ^he Anthem and Western literary Messenger and Review had reprinted 
4 Tme Relation In 1045 but it was very Inaccurate* Bee Vol* XI, 1045*
Ife-sa*
43* Charles Deane* ed., 4 true Halation of Virginia. Boston, 1066, xil* 
44* Ibid* , xxii.
These notes, representing the unbiased judgment of a trained Ms* 
torian and experienced antiquarian, were as nothing compared to the at­
tacks that were- soon forthcoming* Henry .Mams, seeing that he ncould 
break as maeh glass by throwing a missle in that direction as in any 
other,^ launched a broadside attack* fie ported out several glaring 
inconsisteneies in A True Relation and The Panerail Historle. According 
to the femer accent, said Adams, Smith received better treatment as a 
prisoner among the savages than he could have received anywhere else in 
the worMf while In the latter work he represents himself as expecting a 
cruel death every moment of his captivity*^ fie further pointed out that 
neither Wingfield, Str&ehey, nor Hamor had mentioned; it, and that John 
BoXfe*# numerous letters to England were silent on the matter*^ The lat­
ter argument was, to say the least,, a formidable one*
Others, some, of whom became extremely violent in their assertions, 
.joined in the fray* For example in 10# Edward fi. Neill brought out M s  
History of the Virginia Company of London in which he not only accused 
Saptaln John Smith of being a liar of the crassest sort,^ "but presented 
a mass of circumstantial evidence, none of it very convincing, that 
Pocahontas was the mistress and not the wife of John Eolfe.49 Neill* s 
work was the last important output dealing with the subject until the
45* Jervis M. Morse, ®0aptain John Smith end His Critics; A Chapter in 
Colonial Historiography,11 Journal of Southern History* I, 1935, 125.
46. Henry Adams, C^aptain John. Smith,n North American Review* CCXIV,
1067, 21.
47. lMJ*t 21*
40. Edward fi. Neill, History of the Virginia Company of London. Albany, 
1069, 03*04*
49* Ibid., 90*91, 97. See also Virginia Vestusta. Albany, 1005, 141*142.
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eighties wihm it flared up with renewed violence m& continued with 
un&hating .fury in,to the twentieth cmt&ry*
fa brief this me the stage of the controversy when in 1876 Alex­
ander Brown, m  m k n m  fam e* m 4 a. keeper of a country store, read for 
the first time pane’s edition of A True Relation of 7fr.glnia.50 Here-, 
before Brown had taken little- or no interest in historical studies, at 
least act from a researcher*# point of view. Sat since fm m boyhood he 
had bees acquainted with the heat of hooka, m £ as th# deafness mused 
by the fort fisher ejeploelen hM renierei it Impossible for him to en­
joy & normal social life, he doubtless ms as. avid reader both of his­
tory and of liters tune in general.. Certainly he had not before this 
tine questioned the accuracy of the adventurous narratives of the mm 
i&o had bsen M a  boyhood hero. 51 But the scfcbls.ri.? introduction and 
.notes to Beane*a edition of 4 True Relation, which it seems came into 
hie hands spite by chases, ®set hi© to thinking,Re had become, or 
at least he soon became, acquainted with other writings dealing with the 
Smith controversy, He m s  stfttdt by the fact that ell of these mm con­
tinuously harped on the improbaMlitles of the $oeahont&e rescue,, fo 
him this seemed trivial and mimpertant*
For generations mm had. been taught to accept fhs Generali Historle , 
of Virginia. Mm England and the Snaater Isles m  the standard authorityryfjTip itwiSw^N»L-._mWI-r •*■«*»itww j.» ■**'M'l"' » tw»i}Swn».!i- «m» lim.«Hniw»«».ri» -.KwiHLjiainmuMWj W
on ’the planting of the. .English raee la. the Hew lorM, Charles feme and
50. Alexander Bitsu* nThe Genesis of the Suited States? M Estimation 
from the author t# lags sine of American History, nff,. 10ft, 5S*
51. Meander Brown, English Politics in 'Early ffir&laia History, Boston, 
1901, 179*
52. Alexander Brown, *fhe Genesis of the United States? An Explanation 
from the Author,0 Basasim-e of American History, EOT, 1092, $50.
the controversialists who followed hiu bad bla&rly shown that there 
ms goad reason to doubt the story of the .Pocahontas rescue; and to 'the 
yaaag Virginia farmer* now tMrty-tferee, the story was thoroughly dis- 
credited, ®nd vdib it the author*s reliability as s 'narrator of history, 
therefore questions far more vital raised themselves in- the mind of the 
fa taro historians Was the Overall Bistort® compiled by a disinieresteil, 
properly qualified person who gave the evidence la m  honorable end tin- 
hissed 'way or was It not? lad op the basis of the answer to this ques­
tion should we continue to regard it m  an authority and Its author as 
the founder and fattier of t&igllsh colonisation ip the Hew World or should 
we nott^ for 'the ueasi two years Brown closely studied Smith*3 books end 
read widely in the premises fro» Secondary materiat, Hiis study co*t~ 
viueed hte-tlie.t Hie nsevera mined In his ©led were clearly in the negative
fbese questions seemed very important to. sy mind* end I de­
termined -to make a careful study of his work* and I did so,
I. noted the fact that the whole trend of it was to the glo­
rification of its author, who imagined himself to he: a sec­
ond Julius Oaes&rj that nearly all credit was giirea to. him­
self* and all, blame was laid upon others, And 1 noted that 
this was the trait of all the writings, known, as the works of 
Cmptain John Smith.
I became convinced that oar earliest history was without 
form and void, and that darkness was upon, the face of the 
birth of the nation... .51
In the books which he studied, Mmm believed the facts: had been 
so obliterated that it was impossible to tell what the tree history was*
>r m*t- - - —i.iih.,«<».1^1,1.I., I.,., «>.fa^.„..i.|.|i ^ 1^,I,. i,.i.i», W i-i».iw.ai».,-.,>»i,.!n. I., ■  
53. Alez&nrter Brown, “The Genesis of the tteited States* An Explanation 
froa the liithor," Bagaeine of -Aaerlgen History. XXVI, 1892, 58,
51. Ibid., XXIV, 58-59.
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But fee 'bnem® ts&re end iaore convinced that Stolth had met given the tsuft 
aecotmt, that a gmrt historic weng had Been done the real icomderii of 
the mtiom* Therefore h& decided to go. regularly to mrlv m& try to ftadt
oat exactly of' what tBe historic strong consisted «akt cmtn&a of it, to 
correct the wrong md if possible to remove its o m s m ^
In W7B fee began to- labor in the fteM of original and
when two years later fee gam up his business- pursuits th& task began Is 
s s m t  Fortified 'fey feia met store of newly aoQtiaired knowledge fee
y
began contributing articles t# the Richmond dailies. These articles 
caused considerable interest and brought a. mmher of invective answers
from William ffirt Henry and others-,
Gradually Brown, came to- feel ism. that so one man could have been the 
founder of Virginia, which is the larger purview wool& mean the founder 
of jteerio&i that tfee true founders were ail those who supported the stove* 
meat of rbicfe the Virginia Com^aay of feondon was the spearhead, Thus the 
founders -were these is Jbgta&d who gave their wealth,, and those is Fir- 
giitle who gum their labor end of times- their lire# to insure the success 
of the And herein are found the issues which Inspired the
enthusiastic farmer to write* these are, first, the his tori e issue 
between Captain ?«to Smith, the author, in England and the managers of 
the movement, in M g lm d , m  whom the success of the enterprise was
55* Alexander Brown, 'English .Polities In Early Virginia History* Boston, 
i m *  iF9*
56* See Bally Dispatch (Richmond, ya*) for April a, 1682; April 27,
May 7 , 1632 for Brown’s earliest published opinions on. the $dkn Smith 
controversy,
57, Alexander Brown, the Genesis- of the United States* Boston, 1690, I,xit*
54
dependent, and secondly, the personal issue between Captain !#» Smith 
and hi© fellow actor© is V i r g i n i a ,  i^ jog mimm$emt?.-MXng of these 
Issues had caused grave injustices to be done, and these Injustices as&t 
no# be righted* While m  m o ©an eouM be. the founder of a m v  nation, 
the a m  who bad don© moat «to plm% m mm civilisation where sa# before 
bad. stood® m s  Sir thorns West, the third herd Be h& iarr, or so- the in­
spired student b e l i e v e d *59 Ami there were m m j others, naoag the® 0ap~ 
tale John B&tc&iffe, Captain Gabriel Archer, Captain John Martin, whoa© 
sacrifices were deserving of the everlasting .gratitnde of the nation 
whose foundations atones they had helped to lay* But instead of honor 
they had reeeimi ohLlwins and their thousands of unknown. and unmarked 
grams- among the marshes of the environs of had. become only
& legend fast disappearing fro® the people's ken* the character of 
stony of these men, moreover* bed been, impugned by the licensed histori­
ans of the Crown, the chief of whom ms Captain. John Smith* Mb fee- 
this we# true of the men, so mm it true of the mum.. Soubtless fo-ca-
hontas m e  deserving of her laurels, but at the sea* time there were
heroines end ministering angels among the Ingltsfe women who aided Sa 
the founding of the republic, end who were m  deserving of as much 
praise as has been, lavished upon the Mian princess*^
fbus convinced of the existence of a great historic wrong, and haw- 
ing set himself the task of correcting it, Alexander Brown now m s  face#
50* .Alexander Brem? The First Menablic in America. Boston, ,1397, v.
59* Alexander Brown, the Genesis of the United States. Boston, 13909
II, .1049| *Sir fhomas West, third lord Be ha Warr®, lags sine of 
American History, IX, 1831, 13*
-6o* Alexander Brown, the. First BembHc In America* Boston, 1397, xit*
with the problem of collecting sad presenting the evidence* the years 
between 1609 end 1619, it seemed to hi©, comprised the period In which 
the greatest damage had hem done*^ * therefore, on these years— the 
year# eesjjsrietsg the period of the first foundstiaB— he would. devote 
Ms study*, those scholars who viewed the question from the Smith 
standpoint wool# demand that he present the last jot and tittle of 
evidence in support of hie delm* Md in order to- he sure that he 
could meet every counter-argument he would collect every comtempomry 
.reference to the period regardless of in, what part of the world ’they 
might be, whether in letters, in manuscripts, or in. hooks* tilth these 
before him he would compile the first history of the period of the 
first foundation of .America* this ho determined to do m  matter What 
the oost*^ But hi#, knowledge of these m m rm materials was very XI©- 
llti, and .soon the hiitorian^ farmor realised that he must have’aid and. 
guidance i t  the almost insurmonntabie obstacles were to he overcome* 
fhe Virginia scholars and historians to whom he revealed his plans 
were discouraging In their attitudes* Ivm Hoberi A* Brock advised 
that the undertaking be given Of all the men In Virginia with
whom he corresponded only Hugh Blair Grigsby, publisher of the iorfolk 
Beacon * believed, that the project could be brought to a successful con­
clusion* then Brown began Ms work that venerable old scholar m& fast 
the end of his long and useful life, but as long as be me
* .better of Alexander Brown to 'Charles Beane, April t, l&tft*. Beane 
Papers, Mass. Slot* Boo.
► Ibid*-* April- %  3332*
* letter of Alexander Bmm. to Charles - Beane, April IS, 1332*
$6
able he wrote Ms young friend long loiters fills?! with ®«<nxrag«aeai 
as-d advice *^ -
Almost as soon as'be bogim M s  research 3mm felt vary k w l y  tbs 
severs limitations $&&«*& upon his undeveloped abilities* Moreover he 
4M net t o  where most -of -the m m  tracts sad little known letters sad 
manuscripts which he woo34 need could he- foatid* He knew of the exist- 
earn of some, hut he had as idea of where he should look; while of 
others he mi  ignorant of their very existence*
faced with, this Mlsssaa he determined to seek help fre» beyond the 
confines of his native state * He had been deeply .impressed with the 
rare learning- shorn by Carles Deane in his reprint of J. *trm Belatt-on 
of Virginia* Besides that, it had in some m f  m m  to hie- knowledge 
that Beao#fs library, consisting of more than thirteen thousand vol­
umes of rare tracts, original manuscripts, sad out-of-print Mels, was 
m e of the finest in the country.^ if ter carefsl consideration he 
determined to write the learned Boston scholar m& entreat his aid*
It this time diaries Derate ms  sisty-mirae years old. tm mme re­
spect0 hie rise from an obscure country boy into the front ranks of 
American historians was even store tomxkafole than that of Alexander 
Brown himself* the precocious son of a country physician Sis a small. 
Maine tom, Beane, like Brora, was denied the fruits of a college educa­
tion. Both his father ead his older brother- died, when he was fifteen,
-64. letter of Alexander Brown to Charles Beane, April 10, 1332*
65* Austin Wineor, ^Memoir of Charles Beane1*, Massachusetts Historical 
Society Proceedings, Boston, lift, fll, 2nd Bar*, 45*.............
and the future scholar mm% to motk in  a country store to support his 
mother end himself * At nineteen lie m o t to Boston and secured a posi­
tion m  clerk in the greet mercantile house of fatarson. Fray ft Co., 
leading Boston clothiers* Seven years later he entered into a Junior 
partnership with his employers, and soon thereafter he married Bolen 
laterson, daughter of the senior member of' the fi
Ibis prototype of a typical Horatio Alger here in the course of 
time became one of the leading authorities m  colonial American history, 
lot mben fee was thirty fee did not 1mm that Plymouth. .colony and the 
colony of llcsssebusehts Bey mem %m separate and. distinct colonies*.
Bis studies early made fairs a muster of the beginnings of Wm Bngland, 
feat of almost equal interest to his inquiring; mind was the settlement 
on the James* By IS8& fee had authored, mmerona books, articles, and 
pamphlets on the various aspects of England in America*^ Besides an 
impressive array of creative mrM Charles Deane discovered, or rescued 
from oblivion, several important treatises m  the nation*0 fomdlng*. Of 
these Wingfield*® D^iscourse* an# Smith1s True Beletlen. have already fees® 
noted* He sis# secured s transcript of the manuscript of the lost His­
tory of the Plymouth Plantation fay Billina Bradford under mmefa the same 
circumstances that Wingfield1® narrative had m m  to hie* fhis he an­
notated and published under the ausplcles of the Wassafefansetts Historical 
Society, and it is today one of the priceless hooka to rhi cfa all students*
66* Justin linsor, **Hemoir of Charles Beane1*, Hass* Hist* Boo* Free., 
TO, Boston, 1892, 2nd Her*, 46-48.
67. See Library of Compress Catalogue of Printed Cards* BodU 37 for a. 
complete list of 0faariesBeanefe works*
r9 mr&£btlly pemetv&& by the Massachusetts Hisieri-
UStag the m e m ts of its creation
Im  in Harcfa of %$$2 In this geaner*
[lie Settlement at Jameetom. a 
pod&t mmmr to ell the eriiiciems which feed hem beeped upon Captain 
John Bsitfe and bis writings. Brown i/xttoeUtifc to refute these ergst- 
manta £& the- pages of the Hlefeaond IMily fEspgtcfeffi Henry, who m s  then. 
m mmb&r of the firginia. legislature, notified antagonist that fee
earner the articles m m  the lawmakers recessed, to fortify 
for Ifee coming battle, the B'onrood faimer wrote the retire Boston 
merchant inquiring mere fee cotiM bay or
Mmrd. Artier, ed*, Travels and Hoiks of Captain Jotm Smith, Minbargfa
5#
Other ibsm that It m s tdto&Ljr m& ®mmmgim it is 
%mpoesi'ble to ssy just whet the answer to this letter was* But during 
■.to following weeks there m s  an of fluent. eaohsage of Mm® between 
Abridge .«&$ formed* the otter man gave M s  nm found friend some 
desired SMormatien os the early writings of early Virginia*
Wmm* because he was m s M #  -to buy % #  more aaqemslve books hat bees 
employing copyists to make ©-streets from- books is the Mchmeud li­
braries.^ it 'this time there was sot m set of FordBMfe' Is. the fir- 
giaia State library, m3 Brown wished Beane to U&m ektrsets mate of 
those pofticne relating to Virginia* M s  instructions for this to- be 
toss i^n copy books about- eleven inches long with- a two inch margin for 
notes at the- site end hotton* gives as Idea of M s  method of study*^ 
About this- time Brown wrote Ms first paper wi% a view to pub­
lication In a professions! Journal, ant seat it to- Cambridge for the 
older ea»* a consideration. the following is- M s  answer to Deane*© In­
quiries concerning Wm article, M s  plans, e^ perlimee, and training.
My Bear Sirs I write at m m  to thank yon for your kind 
letter of the lath- lost* X was not- only willing bat very anmloue 
for jm to criticise aiy article, end t aw grateful that fm have 
been, kind enough to do so*
1 aw ooaparetiveiy speaking a. young man, and I am very mob 
Interested in bistory* X live in the country, having neither li­
braries nor people of similar tastes near we, and as far as X am 
able to learn I aw the only man'in Virginia devoting any time to 
the. history of, the f&mM -M m, the beginning of the colony. I 
have been forced to go alone on my o m  devices, -and many times 1 
need advice end guidance for which I naturally look to mm of 
greater learning and escperieoce than I tare$ but I have not really
70* .better of llemnder Brown to ghariee Beane, March 22, 1BB2. 
VI* Ibid** March 31, 1882.
72* Ibid** April 10, m
known to tftoK I apply with any chance of success*
I really do act think there to a ami in Virginia who 
e©n3.d give me the advice I Song for* Of course, f have 
m  right t# treep&es upor* four tf$e #r attention, hut I 
do,not think there Is a man im America more capable of 
giving a young man proper advice end'' .guidance, nor who 
'.la hatter informed in. the premises than yourself*
If you think 'it advlsaable- for so to rewrite the ar­
ticle of course I will do so. f hope- ym mill, he kind 
enough to correct and ezmetate wherever ym think pro­
per, and sail my attention to my item or give me my 
Mviee geen. deem fitting in the premises*
If volume If, 4th series of the Esssaehueetts Sis* 
torieal Society Collections are mot to high I wcnM Ilka 
to- hay it * 73 I as. anxious to - get anything that is re­
liable authority m. the English -in
I do not think yon and I are far apart ae to the 
t infer from Burke that the freaearer had 
sorted, with & Butch man-of-mr, and I knm that the aaa-- 
of-war visited Virginia about that time, M b  1 believe 
that the twenty Negroes landed in Virginia in. August,
1819 mere some of the one hundred takes by the Tm&mmr 
from a Spanish pfeip>74 but of coarse you taunt-am?* about 
that I do.]1
Please send the article back and 1 mill do whatever yea 
advise me to do with It* I certainly do not wish to have 
it piblished until it meets with your complete approval*
If I ever tremble yon too much or impose too mmb ®p®m 
•your kindness I hope yon -mill tell me* t  &»
Very truly and most respectfully yours,
article referred bo m e  the topic- of discussion for the next 
weeks * Among these letters ms one upon whi ch Jhstin Wiasor 
, mm® length- in an address, soma years later before the Hhsa- 
Historical Society* in -Charles Beane*» splendid library
73* Volume .11, 4th series is the Aapiaall facers. Bean# was head of 
the Seelety*s publication committee and hereafter seat Brown all 
of Its publications.
74* For a good account of the piratical activities of Sir Hofcert Bich 
and M s  ship see 1* F* Graven, f^fea lari of Df&rwlck— <& Speculator 
in Piracy** Hispanic American Review* 1, 19M* 457-479*
75* Better of Alexander Brown to Charles Beane, April IS, 1BB2.
there m u an -origtiiai. -edit!m of gatftejst' Tract which mat m e  of nix 
in the United States end. veined at m  turn than 1650. Brows* felt that 
the book sight be of win© to his in the pwpar&tlom of hie article, a 
diasertlom m  Sir thnmu West, the third lord Be la Warr* Thus he at- 
taehed a fooiaot© to erne of M e  letterss to yo«r Oxford tract 1
will not ym to lead it to m t hat I will say, which ©mounts to the 
m  thing, that if y m  would be willing to do so I mould pay exprese&ge 
both wap* and haw it issmrs# for whatever ym ibtmfc proper*11^
Six week# later ha hat not heart from. BaiabrMg#-* so he ami a 
straightforward letter to- hie friend of which the following is an ab­
stract.
1 haw mot heart, from y m  since I lest wrote asking the 
loan of the Oxford Tract. My old colored mesusy meed to tell 
m» that if I wanted anything I. should ask for it and if it 
was right for me to- haw it I would get it. So as I did mot 
get- the M m  of the 'Tract it- seems that It Is mot right for 
me to haw# it* 1 write- mow to ask if y m  wild', be m illin g
t© hew the seeo&d part copied, for r*e and if m  how such it
would coei.77
Such deteimlnatlcai to have needed material, at m y cost m e indeed 
coimcmdaible. But it is pleasant to- record that the book arrived and 
;its receipt aclmowledged In the wry next letter in which Brow wishes~ 
to kmow if John -Smith Is a&xtiomed la m y of the. following and if so 
where copies of them cam be found* *SemoB by fUlla® Bymmomds®, 1610$ 
•Sermon by Hillis® 161&j «S#moii- by Patrick Copel&md** 162£f
KB em m by lohn B©sme% X6t2:j *1 Good Bpped to firglnia*** 1609$ f m
and Sincere Beciaratio»»; and eA -Brief Relation. **?S
76. letter of Alexander Srcm to {Sharles Basse, fowmber 4, X6&U
77. ibid.* Isnmry IS, XSS3,
7t. ibid. * March 27* m$%
It is Impossible to my Just when Bessie begat* to help Brown plae 
M s  work but it m s  certainly by Hie tiie# Ibis letter ms written. «&&
he- coulda*1 afford it, Brown at this iim added Purchase 
to M s  library' because he neo**lda:H stand the longing for it any 
longer.i&Is year was also- memorable because he frsfarsd a paper 
■m #flie True Captain John Smith** am#, submitted it. to the- Virginia 
Histories! Society* iteob- to M i  chagrin. they rejected it, and said 
that *if ym would, devote your mmsmlmttmm and useful energy to some 
other subject we- believe It would benefit you .aere**®® Brom was as 
disgruntled, that he was almost m  the -verge of giving up his writing 
endeavors.^ But the scintillating letters of M s  distent friend soon- 
revived Me  eagerness, Beene was so complimentary in M s  remarks on
*8ir ifeomaa lest, . the third hoard Be la Barr* which had" 
la the Smm&ry iimber of the Magazine of American Bistoury. 
that the newly initiated writer feared, his friend had refrained from 
criticism oat of deference to Ms'-feelings*
In duly of 1803 Brown- for the first, time definitely says that he 
oft. a history of the colony of Virginia £mm Hie vtewfoiot of
of X&&«te&*82 for the reminder of 
» documen-taif evidence for this history is 
almost the only topic of discussion in the correspondence. Of these
80. Ibid..
81. Ibid.,
m£ Alexander Brmm to Oh&ries Beene*
i* * January 18,
d  the Hirer fro® the: south to the- fall® is the 
(# gaimer to 'Priace Henry, accompanied 
on hi# voyage of discovery I® I60S which took the- party to 
Hie present site of Blthmoad, Tyndall stepped, the river and, according 
to Wmm at least, hi# draught is only one of several used by Smith in 
MBkiMg M m famous .lap of -Virginia, By this time Brom had invest!g&~ 
tors searching the public depositories, of ioglaoi for dooumeeta <m the 
founding of Virginia, Om of these itivestlgRtors fraud the draught 
sad this- is sigoificaot -as the first of & somber of discoveries mMe 
by' Alexander Brows which greatly enriched the history m  which he 
worked so- long as# so diligently.. Tyndall m u mm of those ^ leaders 
of the period of the first fetm&atloa *h© has bees lost to our- history 
shadow cast over bhess’ by Ga p ta in $bhn Sssitb.11^
of the year 1005 began with 3$ewR*s inquiries 
a# to- where he could obtain a copy of Eastward Ho. a sixteenth century 
tsos* George'- Chapsas* sod Jbbti- Berston* This became 
to the Uresis of the Baited States.^
is 18$5 Brom frequently prepared *l*eas©r6©d« for Hr.
comedy
consideration**. frm this time mill, the completion of the 
Genesis the memoranda is Hie most .IstereetlBg aspect of the correspond 
Si# following i# offered as hehag typical* aasd also hecacse it offers 
some wovM. theories regarding A $me Helatlss and the mmmu  of the
■letter fro® Alexander Brown to ffearles 
Alexander Bros®, Tfec, ieaesl# of the States, Boston, 1090,
64
It la evident to my aiitd Itei 
I* Master 8else© carried a letter from Captain Smith 
to a *«©si worshlpM. friend I® is^amd*® Ibis letter 
was filed at Stationers Ball far the public view and ms 
published as 4  fim BeXatlom*
If , Captain Baary Hudson received a .latter from bis 
friend, Captain Smith la firgfais ieillmg of a rente ha 
the South Sea by the forth of the South firglaia colony, 
giving. charts, directions, eta,
f believe these fetters one and the samo{ If net, I' be­
lieve them twin sisters* If not tela sisters they were 
seat in tbs same package, If sot ©eat in the same pack­
age they were seat at the same time and in .the same ship* 
HeXwon sailed £ tm  the edomy Irne f, 160$, arriving'
In Bogtasd about the 7tfe of inly,
the Stationers So was interested in the colony mi  1 
am quite mm - that everything' objectionable to the company 
would be carefully detached from, the ms* before a license 
would be asked for* fa have the tract as first published 
end as it was first handed around,'
Of course Hhe most norshipfol friend® )m m the author1.s 
-aam#* fhere was naturally great caution in living to the 
public a ms. containing matter originally® fit to he pri­
vate® the fear still lingering that.something might still 
remain which should have been deleted*
Tm  nm s t worshipful, friend® .gave' or sold these charts 
md tbs original ms* he Captain Henry Hudson who took them 
to Holland* I do mot teow when the negotiations between 
Captain Hudson and the Butch began, but he contracted to 
enter their service on Mmmhm 29, 1609— 0. . In
making the contract Smlthfe letter sm<* charts were among 
Hudson*0 trump cards*
Meanwhile bade la Ihgi&nd ®Uie most worshipful friend® 
1# reassured,, -and &  H* (dohn Hudson) inserts' a preface 
•and in an embarrassed way told the pnl&lm of private mat­
ters omitted, £te evidence Is circumetantlal, bat I 
believe strong.$5
this Interesting M t  of ushers in the first evidence
of smother able adviser* it the bottom of the foolscap page in 
Beane* s handwriting are the words *Get B. £* i* *3 opinion on. this*®
SS* M^emoranda for Mr. Beane* s Consideration,® submitted with letter 
fym M.mmd&r Brown to Charles Beane, April if, 3#$$*
m-
fmm W&B time tm. ®S&bmii to B. 3* IP,* or **Gei B* Jh IMs 
written io tli# margin is a featore- of B m « ,:0 letters to
Deane* %  cannot nappes# that D* 1* W. .ms my other than Br*
of 11114 «#e instim 
* Once users BrownMistorr of
o» t a i  for valuable reference 
wmM not permit Mm to proears for 
written late In 2£$S» is
of' smI
sit# scholar had done for Mm*
which his financial 
to foUo^iai 
of Use Vir-
for all that the
%  Boar $tn t .ratnm by today1 s express the narrative-
to. lend me* It was very h&rd fer ae to part with it m4 
mm X wmt it sore than m&? X did before I saw it*
I send ym a M a t  of some, of the things1 h&m which I
wish you to inspect closely for &&v I hme found: a greet
deal of. red' tape across the my for
copies of material in the HiStortcal Eaimacriots
So ym. think our minister could or mnXd help me 
procure- these tilings when needed:?
My deafheso has ahotit mt me off" from the world osd I 
live among my books, I have often* very often denied fay- 
self the necessities of life, to hoy books, I m  very an** 
ions to write a real history -of the founding of Virginia 
with biographies of the- foa&3erg—43rar Geaesis^The liefer 
mlngs of a lew World* Jnd J believe I can do it if I can 
onXykeep my mind' clear for a time from the seres of my 
financial circumstances which wei^is very heavily upon .me 
sometimes*. Ind this state of my affairs makes me ell the 
more grateful to yen* for your kindness sad repeated as­
sistance to &£•$&
86. Srtter of &emd&r Brown to Charles Beene, October S2, 18S5*
m
la 1884 Brown had received membership In the American Historical 
,4aaoMaiiea. Ibis honor he had net ea$eeted and lla election. came as
a. complete surprise to there.fom tm may Imagine hew much mere
airpAeei he «e« shea early in X8S6 he received a. letter £urn $*&$$& 
linear, the learned President of the feseei&tien, inviting M m  to de­
liver a fsper an 'some aspect of early Virginia history at the animal 
tmvsaticsi which mmki meet that year In. Washington, from Iprll the 
twenty-seventh throng the tweniy-Math. Mm&r Is M m life had Brown 
tried to stake a speed* and he was frightened at the very thought*. I 
. powerful. Incentive to -attend was M s  desire to meet -Charles Beane la 
person, hat he had already arranged to be married m  the twenty-eighth y 
and if that were not m a o  enough he feared that his deafness would 
'-deter him. from making a creditable sboMag-.eveo if he m m  otherwise 
competent.*®® levertbeXesa he prepsrei his pager to which he gave the 
title nBm flaws of Isrly Virginia History*** than, after some hesi­
tation, be .reluctantly decided to submit the paper to the Secretary of 
the IsaociatioB and. not go- to Washington- himself. Se was pleased and 
- gratified %fern be learned -that' the- Program Committee anointed Me Bos- 
ton friend ta read the paper for Ms,
lb bis paper Brown showed that In the begtsMiig it was against the 
interest of the Company and the Colony to make public their affaire, and 
for that reason, the leaders of the Virginia Company never themselves 
f^blishM a history' of the Colony, nor were their records ever used by
87* better of i&sva&der Brow®:, to Charles Beene, fey 27, Xfii* 
m* IMS*# i p H  4, 1886.
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others .for that purpose*. Hence m  have hem. form a to rely almost en­
tirely upon, to© partis©: wor^ s of £o3m Smith m $ him associates for our 
3m©»Xedg© of the first Shgllsh foundation is America*. In drawtag their 
opinions from. unfriendly sources hlstortoiia have been ti»|a©i to 'the 
leaders in the Goapany a»4 Colony who founded Virginia.5?
The author revealed that hi© tea year labor trying to collect copies 
of -every remaining contemporary reference during the foundation period ms 
no* alsost eampista.W Ho tii«s treated in sons detail the organization, 
offleers, seahere, westings sad objects of fee ?trginia Coapany.^ He 
gave the aastss of leading member© of the Company hoping that should his 
words wialX under the eyes of any.'of their present veprsseat©tlves they 
might he able to throw toss lights on manuscripts and documents relating 
• to toe Company
ilt hia otn expense Brown printed two hundred copiss of his paper 
and distributed them throughout gyrope. He hoped that they would
prompt aoa© reader to give. inf©rtmiSen ■ concerning the location of some of 
the letter© and manuscripts for which, he so eagerly sought* He was not 
disappointed-, from England, France, and Spain ease sixty copies of 
sixty letters and manuscripts which he added to his fast growing collection*^ 
'The distribution ©I* nH©w Views of Early Virginia History1* directly 
led to the opening of to© Spanish Archives to- American scholar©* The 
only previous attempt to gain access- - to that treasure house of source
89* Alexander Brown* hew Views on Early Virginia History* liberty, ¥a *,
1886*
90* Ibid.
91* IhM*
92. letter of Alexander Brown to- Charles Beane, December 14, 1886.
93. Ibid..
&fjt
material had ham made in the late 1840*a by Jared Sparks and Bucking- 
darn Jones* Their failure to do- so bad discouraged scholars fro® mak­
ing any further attempts.94 Thus a great unknown number of papers
relating 'to European colonisation movements in the lew World were de­
nied to the researchers tn-mr colonial history-. Upon receipt of the 
eomsun I cat ion s fro® his Spanish readers Brown at once contacted <J* L.
M* Carry, the American ambassador extraordinary to the Spanish courts 
and sought his aid* This kindly teacher, preacher, and diplomat was 
at once interested. He had. endeared himself to the Spanish people and 
court| accordingly the government immediately gave him permission to 
put investigators to mzk, the expenses of course- to- be bourne by Breen* 
This part of Broun1s inexorable labors entailed a considerable financial, 
sacrifice on M s part, but it is now impossible to determine what the 
complete outlay was* The five remaining letters written by the diplomat 
to the historian, now in the furry Collection 1b the library of Con­
gress, are not very revealing as to the details of the investigation *
But they do tell us that as of -January 1, IBS:? the cost amounted to 
#3W.4S95 &a -undated letter, apparently one of the last the hiatariaa 
received fro® Madrid, stated that *the last of copying the manuscripts 
you desire will be about #100. I will not authorise the expenditure 
until I hear from you* If you wish me to have the work done I can
94* William B* Shepherd, nThe Spanish Archives and Their Importance to 
the History of the United States, nAnnual Report of the American. 
Historical Association for the Tear 1903* Washington, 1904, 145*
95* better of J. L. M* Curry to Alexander Brown, Curry Collection, 
library of Congress, Washington, B, C*, ?2,
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advance you the money and you can refund ay agent in Virginia. <>96 if 
Brown authorised the spending of this last one hundred dollars— and 
his tm lo m  desire to acquire- the last felt of evidence would suggest 
that he did— his total expenditure in acquiring the Spanish manuscripts 
ms something hirer four hundred dollars. However Curry himself bore a 
part of this expense, or at least he greatly desired to do so. In June, 
1887 he wrote:
Is view- of ymr self-aaerif i elng labors and the recent 
losses you have sustained I beg to add, m  a contribution 
toward a true history of Virginia, the esount 1 mentioned 
as having been paid for postage and. transcription, X shall 
esteem It a personal favor if you will withhold the re­
mittance for that amount* 97
fa do not Smew the ^ amount X mentioned for postage and transcrip­
tion,** but. that Brown felt a great obligation to Curry ire k&m from the 
preface to Tm Oaaesls of the Baited States .98 therefore we may assume 
that Carry!fs contrilmtiori could by no means be passed off m  being 
paltry.
'The American Historical Association held its annual meeting for 1887 
in Cambridge, and Alexander Brown, made enthusiatic plans to attend. He 
had m  invitation to be a guest in' the Beane home for the duration of 
the meeting, and he looked forward with kmn anticipation to being a few 
day© with the mm to whom he owed so much. But heavy floods and a hall 
meteor wreaked .havoc with his crops that spring, and the historiaa-faraer
9b. letter of Alexander Brown to J. h. M. Curry, undated, Curry Collec­
tion, Library of Congress, 26.
97. Ibid.. toe 1, 1887.
93. Alexander Brown,,. The Oenesls of the Bolted States, Boston, 1890,
I, xvi.
felt that he m&t deny himself that pleasure. He therefore consoled 
himt&Xt with- being st&e to- send far the inspection end comments of Mb 
friend **Qmr cm hmdred mm things.”^ ' Hie material far compiling 
the hiatary of the period- of oar -earliest history was now -aXmoa-h 
complete.
4s if flood# and hail were mot. enough, a earer© storm followed the 
former disasters end destroyed what was left of the years flan tog* is the 
Seises vMJLey* Wwsrtli.eless Brown -worked tirelessly on* la -fay he 'Wrote 
Beane regarding his latest &cqnMitdon& from Spain,
1 M a u M  like yom to see the .skmtch of .Ft, St, Georgs,*®® 
M i  X think 1 will wait md 1st you see it in the hook, I 
find that the older historians like yourself have covered 
the woffc so well that there 1© little for me to do M i  
gather year work together, ills and a few other things are 
' all that I hare found in ay years of seerefe that seem to he 
really mew, ton will mot km® long to- wait mow* I m work­
ing day and might, and if stores and such will leave me a- v 
lone for •awhile 1 hope' soon to' have it reedy for the preaa.^*
With the coming of the year 188$ the reward for a labor of twelve 
■years m s  in sight. Hi last Mere- w»Id be a history that would give 
coaalnsire -evidence of the .falsity of Smith and-his history*- Here at 
last would he proof that the celebrated Thomas Arundel wished to betray 
bis country into the hands of Spain,102 end that Adalral George Konson 
wee in league with the great national mmy of England for the destine*- 
tion of incipient colony of Virginia.2®  The tentative title as the
99. letter of Alexander Brown to Charles Dome, Stey 2, 11587.
100. For an account of this sketch and for notes on Ft. St. George see
The Genesis of the Baited States. I, 190-194.
101. letter of Alexander Brown to Charles Beane, September 25, 1887.
102. The Genesis of the Cnlted States. I, 311, 324.
103. Ibid., 418, 455.
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work drew to a close was Oar Cenests* A ltectt«eat&gy History of. Our 
Founda-tlon with Biographies of Our Fomders*^^
As the work me&rad completion the author and M s  friends began 
eastlng about .for a publisher who would undertake the responsibility 
and rial concomitant with placing m  academic a work before the read- 
lug public. Few publishing bouses will promulgate a book of this type 
na&eas there Is a sufficient amber.of advance 'subscribers to insure 
its success* or the author himself' secures the cost of its publication. 
In- this respect Brown was exceedingly .fortunate. Among Charles Beane*a 
jsauy friends was Horace 1. Scaddsr, a ranking editor of the. house of 
Houghton, liffliu and Company, who, because' of his close association 
■with Beane* 'took s. keen interest im Brown and M® work.
$hen' the 'manuscript was completed the tired but elated, author seat 
it to- Cambridge for the ooasiderRtiou of the friends who had so -faith­
fully and ably advised him in the various stages of its areatloo. In 
their experienced bauds the fsmer-bistories placed the outcome of bis 
long years of study* knowing that they could -and would appraise the 
finished product with the keen eyes of competent critics, mud with a 
view to itS' improvement and final publication, fbms on Qotobsr 22, ISgf 
he wrote i.
I will make any alterations which Sr. Seudder, Hr. finsor, 
and yourself think advise&feie. I have had no advisers on the 
final draft of ay manuscript* and 1. would be wry gratified 
If you three -would take as interest in it, then talk it over 
*among ye,* and then submit your ideas to me. I will be 
guided by them.
3B4* tetter of Alexander Brown -to- Charles Beane.
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I hum Just been assured, that X could find: a publisher 
in Richmond Mthoui expense to- .myself. But I Xc-ve my woife* 
It has been my constant companion, beating both to my 
heart and to my mind for twelve years, and. I cannot bear the 
idem of seeing it come from the press .in * slipshod style-.
I. would mske any sacrifice to have it dene on the splendid 
press of the great house of Boghton, fliffXin and Company, 
the publisher of the wonderful Narrative and Critical Hia- 
tow of America, They have published €ebke* a Virginia 
based on Smith's history, and as m  ant of Justice to the 
founders of Our Country X hope they mill give- the people a 
.chance to read the whole story*
this ms the last letter that Alexander Brom wrote M s  friend 
and heifer, a man whoa he never saw, through seven, years of difficult 
bat productive labor, for on the night- of Catcher 13, X8B9 the noble 
life of Charles Beane came to an end almost as he -©stored hie seventy- 
seventh year. Ihat Alexander Brown* a reaction was to the death of 
the mm -m whmm unseen shoulders he had, a# it- mere, placed his prob­
lems through seven long years of toil and disappointments m  do not 
know. After Beane1 s death#, such help and advice m  the rustic Virginia 
scholar needed and received was# no doubt# supplied by Austin linsor 
and Horace Ssuddsr. But the arduous task was even then almost completed. 
fm early in ifee following year- the first edition of Thp fflsmeals of the 
Halted States came as the -author had hoped imm the %-pleMM press of
the great house of Houston# Mifflin and . Company , **
Chapter X.¥
The Apex and the Beeline
fheo The Genesis of the United .States mm published in 1090 Alex­
ander Brown* then forty-seven, mas at the eenlth of hie in telle etna! 
powers* Eta life had been one of hard, work, and, as me have sees, his 
financial affairs had for some years been a source of anxiety to him.
But no* respite from his- troubles, he had reason to believe, mas at hand. 
'His expectation* of pecuniary reward front Mb first- important literary 
mmimm indeed sear# high* lot only did he anticipate teat it would 
liquidate M s  debts, but that it- » u M  also -give him.'tee means- with which 
to farther do historical research.*^  True his publishers ha# refused to- 
print a first edition of more teas 'five hundred copies, though he had 
teen, certain that he himself eouM dispose of at least a thomaas#*-2 
At tele point & consideration of the nature m& contents of tela 
very Important contribution to mr colonial historiography la pertinent. 
It is first and foremost a documentary history of tee movement is Bng- 
land, 160-5-1616, which resulted is tee plantation of forte im&rim by 
Bnglisbsieru It begins with & brilliant introductory sketch of teat bad 
been done by I*bglsM in the way of colonisation and discovery -prior to 
X6o6 for the purpose of showing those political- and religions motives 
which impelled Englishmen to plant settlements in tee few World, tees 
by locating tee narrative in London, which was the has® of operations,
1. better of Alexander Brows* to Charles Beane, February IB, XSBS, Bessie 
Papers, Mass* Hist. Sec.
2. Ibid., August 22, 18S8.
tee author by skillfully presenting tee decussate $& tee ®mm order of 
■time m  they were presented to tee people teem .Interested, enables tee' 
reader to view -events am they developed, There are mm&mm mm&nts 
but they am In the main academic. thus tee reader hap complete leeway 
for tee formation of Ms own opinions regarding the controversial aspects 
of the conflict 'between tee- Crown and tee Company for the -control of tee 
colony.
J# a. contribution to tee documentary 'history of tee colonial, period 
The Genesis of tee 'Halted -States is. .In truth unique. In X7S? historians 
Smew of only five documents relative to tee cdonimtios of America 
written between 1606- and M M *  %  XS57 twenty-two others had - been added 
to tee-original five* and within tee next thirty yearn only forty-four 
additional ■document# mm® to- light* to these seventy-one Alexander 
Brown added three hundred. Of these tee one hundred end twelve- obtained 
from tee Spanish archives -at Bimmcm are tee most interesting, m  .well 
m  tee moat important*. in teat they reveal a strong Spanish interest* 
which had. not been kttom. before* - in- -that portion- of tee few World white 
the • Ellsabeteiars called - Virginia-. These manmscripts -are* in tee main* 
te# correspondence of ■ three successive Spanish ambassadors to tee court 
of im®B I with their king* ■ gpamish; prisoners* captured from a caravel" 
sent to spy upon tee Virginia settlement# are tee subject of these letters* 
they reveal* mmg other things, tee presence of spies among tee Sagiish 
te 7'irglmia tee carried letters $mm the Spanish prisoners to tee Spanish 
ambassador in London. They reveal am hysterical., fear of Spanish, attack, 
on tee part of the colonists* sad also throw such light on Argali*s
campaign against tee French in forte; Virginia* For tee first time tee 
presence of & motley mixture of French* Spanish, and Indian prisoners
d1»?ehS
at lames town, end tee dcnWo their presence entailed, heave into tee 
Materials*® ken. 3
Everywhere scholars receive#' tee new publication, with wide acclaim* 
The Mo&asiae of American History aromotlv called, it ten® of tee most ia~ 
portaut productions- of tee decade*11^  After discussing tee importance 
of tee manuscripts sad tee merits of their presentation the magasine 
concluded; T^fce biographical sod genealogical Information is of tee 
first Importance* laou^ h is given of 'at least twelve hundred' persons 
prominent ia the movement to locate or identify- tees* and tens we- may 
form a correct estimate of tee character of those engaged is tee move­
ment* Itr. Enron- has performed a great national service and has don® it 
marvelously well. Els two sumptions volumes must necessarily go into 
every good library in the land, and we heartily commend team to the at­
tention of all scholars and -students.^ 1
-Other commendations from- tee highest ranking scholars-in the na­
tion were forthcoming. Said Harvard University*® Professor Albert B* 
Harts nIu execution tee work leaves nothing to be desired." -lore sump­
tions volumes have seldom come from any American press.* Mr. Brown knows 
how to famish those .conveniences of table of contents, introduction, 
and .index which make a work accessible to other- scholars. He will find
3. Alexander Brown* The Genesis of the United States* Boston and Hew 
fork, 1390, 1, 510-522.
&» H&gasine of American History* XX?, 1891* 268*
S. Ibid*, 268.
his reward ia the atknswfsdgasnts s£ ttim® whs ftiU&v in -the path be 
has hem mxt, imr while the work is indispensable to scholar&, it has 
little appeal to ordinary students*1 ^ Professor Bart*s prophecy that 
the author -would find M# reward, in the a ckoowX edgmen be of those who 
wrote after him ihass well been horn out*, for example Chmrlea 1*
Imdrms in a single Raptor of M s  aontasenhsl work, the Colonial Period 
in American History cites The genesis of the -United States no less than 
tbirtyvfour ttses*?
One of the greatest coooendetions of the hook, ani one of the ©oat 
gratifying to the author, came from. M s  old antagonist, fillies Wirt 
Henry, Said Henry? *& The Seattesls of the United States Ir. Alexander 
Brown has made an invaluable- contribution to the history of the colo­
nisation of*.America %  the English in collecting and arrsmglBg three 
hundred and sixty documents relating to the movement between 1605 and 
1616 which resulted, in the settlement at Jamestown, Of the documents 
printed nearly three hundred are for the first time given to the public, 
having been for the most part unearthed ..in Barppe by the .indefatigable 
labors of the author, lb# whole present- as m  all absorbing panorama 
the grand; movement which •established in forth America a bulwark against 
the all absorbing Spanish power and finally gave forth America to the 
Baglisb people as a theatre npm. which to demonstrate that w& is capable
i i 11 in n tfrrm  ¥iiiirtitMiit<iBiiiiiirr'Twriait’i»Tilwn,r>w>ri>afi n« iii Tpi»*»'ww*tf'iw ^ irwiiiiiii'iy^>iaiBi^~1^ w *''TrniMiiii'^ i irri i irr-|ffiW>i»itni't<riii'iri«firii>ii«~rir<i«i>i«'~»V^  ■aw^iii ■  'uriiMitiTir'"*!-n raiy  i tfn-i t  11 ■ m»h— »i 1 m  rrrm^-wni ipm iw mm m w
6. Annals of the American Academy of Political end Social Science, IX,
1891-1392, 685. ---------
7, Charles K, Andrews, The Colonial Period la American History. Hew
Seven, 1936, I, 98-140.
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pi
'tfjfar. Brown Is to be congratulated upon the grandeur with which ho 
has invested the movement and in preserving the facto relating to it. 
And for' M s  painstaking .in this* as in the sketches of the actors ap­
pended, he deserves, as I a®, sure he will ■receive, the hearty thanks of
all students of American, h i s t o r y .  "8
With SO' much to- reoonaenli' his book it is no. smell wonder that the 
farmer-bletorian entertained ideas of a modest monetary gain as a re­
sult of his labors. According to the terms of the contract which 
Charles Dean© had made for him, Brown was to receive a twenty for' cent 
royalty ©m each, copy sold with an additional ten .per cent for each copy 
sold by himself, The price was set at fifteen dollars per set. This 
.contract would haw been m  exceptionally good one had there not been a. 
proviso that in event of failure the author must make good the company’s 
losses.^  The company, as Is customary, was to make a semi-saoimX state­
ment of sales m d at the seme tine advance the author’s share of the 
proceeds, if .any* The Cemaelg of the limited. States enjoyed a good sale, 
and when the first 6ettl.eoe.tit was made at the beginning of !Sfl enough 
copies had been sold, not only to defray the cost of publication but to 
.give the author an advance of &5G0 as his ©here of the .profits*^ To 
the surprise of %fee publisher and the' delight of the author the entire 
stock was exhausted before the second statement was due. Accordingly
8. William Wirt Henry, **A. Defense of Captain Dote Smith,” Magazine of 
American History. XM , 1891, 300.
9. Contract between Alexander Brown and Soughton, Mifflin & Co., Brown 
Papers, College of ffilliaa and Mary, Box No. 1.
10+ better of Houghton, Mifflin & Co. to Alexander Brown, February H, 
1891, Brown papers. Bom No* 1.
a second edition of fifteen hundred copies me imedictoly printed.il
Again Brown tried to prevail upon M b  cautious publishers to bring m t
a large edition tot they felt that while the number of libraries and
scholars wilting to buy -ao costly a book is increasing it still is not
large enough to warrant the printing, of more than, the number of copies
is?we hare- suggested to you in our previous communications .n
for a few years the second edition also enjoyed* comparatively 
speaking, aa enormous sale, it the time of the author1 s death in 1906 
eleven hundred of ike fifteen hundred copies had %em sold, thus 
Brown1 s total income from the & m m is during his life time amounted to 
flSOO. the last of the remaining tmr hundred copies was. said in 1912 
Alexander Brown was a bitterly disappointed m m  at 'that he considered 
the public*s unappreelative reception of Ms.hook* but the sales by far 
exceeded anything that Hough ton* Mifflin & Company had dared to kope.^ 
In the. nineties Broun ecnt-Iimed his attacks on Captain John. Smith 
which continued to elicit answers from William Wirt Henry , and others* 
this tes the time when patriotic, sad historical groups m m  conducting 
drives to miss fends' for the erection of a. monument to the controvert 
dial Captain at Jamestown* Brown, on his part, conducted a one man 
campaign in the pages of the Bally Dispatch to inform, the people of 
the character of the m m  whom they m m  ashed to honor. 5^
11* letter of Houghton, Mifflin & Co. to Alexander grown, August 11, 
1891, Brown Papers, Box. So. 1.
M* Ibid., September 5, 1895.
15. letter of Houghton, Mifflin a Co. to the author, August Bf 194?
14* better of Boulton, Mifflin & Co. to Alexander Brown, January 12, 
1898, Brown Papers-, Box Wo. 1.
15* Bee Daily Dispatch, Richmond, fa*, September 20, 1091 j November 2?, 
18925 December 25, 1892.
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Fro© ibis time m  Brown devoted M a  time exclusively to M s  studies 
and to M b  literary endeavors, supplementing lis income from this source 
by renting out- M « land and mitigating only enough himself to supply 
the needs .of M e  table, thus there mm & prolific flow from M s  p m  dur­
ing these years. In 1893 appeared *7&e IbgMsh Occupancy of Horth Amer- 
Ican in the Atlantic Monthly. In this well written article the author 
stressed two cardinal points s first, the thglish. fear of Catholicism 
as a factor in colonisation* dating, from 1565 when the Hogenet eurwiws 
of the Fort Caroline carnage arrived in England* and which the betrayal 
of Hawkins at Vera Crus in 1568 further accentuated? and secondly*- the 
par % played by the §rom in gaining a British foothold in the lew World. 
In sharp contrast to M s  later opinions Brom at this time believed that 
great credit «&$. -.due James I for the success of the incipient Virginia 
colony.^
la 1895 appeared a second major publication* The Caballs and Their 
Kin. Is early as 1876* the year he began bis research in early Virginia 
history, Brows desired to- writ© am account of that famous family to 
which he was bound by ties of blood and marriage*^ Thou# he was work* 
lag bard on the Genesis throughout the el#ties, he still found time in 
Which to collect material on the Cabells. In June of 1894 the manuscript 
m &  ready for the publishers. Ibis ms published on a partnership basis
16. MexsMer Brown, *The English Occupancy of Horth America,9 The 
Atlantic Monthly. MX* 1893* 465-476.
17. letter of William D. Cabell to Alexander Brown, July 1, 1876,
.Brom Papers, Box. Ho. 6.
m
after five hundred to it had been obtained*. this, Houghton,
Mifflin estimated, mould pay the cost of publication end net about flOQO 
to he ecpelly divided between publishers and author* It la impossible 
to -mf Just shat Brown* a income was from Has Oabalis and their Elm be- 
cause it is not known how many copies above the five hundred subscriptions 
were sold * the Cyclopedia fUMiaMng Company purchased the right to use 
the Cabell material in m  encyclopedia, it was then projecting, but our 
knowledge of the deal begins and ends with this- fact.^
Baring these years Brown became m contributor to the mew Virginia. 
Magazine of History and Biogranhy* In ^ B&imsbory1 a Abstracts and the 
Colonial History of VirginiaBi<? he pointed oat certain mistakes made by, 
Sainahury, especially as to dates, in copying his famous abstracts, 
this article has m  interest apart £rm the information it gives on Saina- 
boty,si work, for is it the author announced M s  theory of the office of 
history!; have mo guide for the prmmt or the future except the.
past, ft is- the function of Mstory to furnish mankind with this guidance*1^  
In ^Captain John, lartimf s 0ase»£t Brown* while having only praise for 
Captain Martin, accused the Crom of granting this and other special privi­
leges for the deliberate purpose of creating discord among the planters 
In order to have a sore potent excuse for the. dissolution of the Virginia 
Company*
It had bees, the historian*s original plan 'with the genesis to
1$« letter of Houghton, Mifflin ^  Co* to Alexander Brown., October 23, IUfA,
Brown Papers, Boas Ho* 1*
19. Virginia Magasima of History and Biography* VII, 1900-1901, 1B7-189*
2§* ibid., Mf.
21* Ibid., 263-275.
$1
collect everything he could and index the matter under chapter head­
ings— one chapter relating to events during a given period in England, 
the next to a corresponding period in America, *! 'but later he decided 
to allow the American chapters to remain on the stacks for a history 
of the colony on the lames to be completed hereafter.These chap­
ters so shelved became The First Republic, in America* This, the 
third of the historians major publications, is a creative narrative 
of the origins of America from 1605 to 1627. The author made use of 
the documents printed in the Genesis as his sources for Hie period 
prior to 1616« Some of the material for the later period were docu­
ments discovered since 1890^3 hut nowhere does Brown gratify our curi­
osity by indicating what these documents are* Indeed the m e criti­
cism of The First Republic is the author* s laxity in indicating his 
sources* For the period prior to 1616 the inquiring student can 
easily check The .First Republic against The Genesis of the United 
States for the source, but after that date it is only a guess. Rrom 
.freely stated his opinions in the book without giving either reasons 
or authority for them* Thus several competent critics have ventured 
to question -the accuracy of some of his citations.^
The First. Republic in America is by far the best of Brown* s
22. Alexander Brown, 1 The Genesis of the United States; An Explanation 
from the Author,* Magazine of American History* XXVI, 1892, 60.
23* Alexander Brown, The First Republic in America. Boston and Hew 
York, 1893, xxiii*
24* See Wesley Frank Craven, The Dissolution of the Virginia Company* 
Hew York, 1934? 191 W. W» Henry* s review of The First Republic*
Va. Mag, of Hist* & Blog* * VI, 1893-1399, 324-334*
creative, works* It is. an apologia for the - valiant colonizing efforts 
of the Virginia Company of London* It wan. one of the first and one 
of the very few efforts to lift the lohn Smith controversy from the 
trivia of the Pocahontas rescue to the more Important task of analyz­
ing Smith as m  authentic historian* Regarding Hie Pocahontas inci­
dent the author says t
The Pocahontas incident has., been woven Into- a pretty 
story which has appealed so strongly to human sympathies 
as to overshadow matters of -the greatest historic im­
portance. The contending for it ha© "been like fiddling 
while Rome was homing* We should, have directed our 
time rather to saving our earliest history from the 
smoke and flame with, which it has so long bees concealed 
or obliterated. It is ©ore important to rescue our 
foundation as a nation from the ideas conveyed by Smith 
than it is to contend over the saving of Smith.25
As a factor in the renaissance of Virginia .history The First 
Republic in America ranks near the 'top* The author1© first work was 
designed to appeal to Americans everywhere, and so it did. Rut The 
First Reuublic con,tains an appeal to Virginians to take the lead in 
rescuing their earliest history from falsity and oblivion. Thus 
Virginia received a stinging rebuke for not keeping -alive- the memory 
of Virginia Laydon as Horth Carolina has of Virginia Dare* Virginia 
Laydou was the first child to be born to an English and Protestant 
marriage .in the Sew World. The Virginia Company, as the author points 
out, recognised the importance of the event in the form of a grant of
25* Alexander Brown, The First Republic in America. Boston and Hew 
York, 1898, 56*
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five hundred acres of land to- the father' of the child* while ttihe 
only fact fcrnm. of Virginia Sara is that aha use horn on Beanok# 
Island In 1587. With that foot her Motor? begins and ends, tat 
her memory has been kept ever gr&m. by ;the,:paofie of Worth ISsroiim* 
end - there is so reason why the people of .Virginia. should act take 
os greet am Interest In Virginia Myden 'whose time hm merer been 
honored in song end story. *^6
Xobn Smith came in for M s  share of indictments.
Why ms it that of ail the members of the Council, of 
Virginia - Who lived mf length of time became enemies of 
Captain <lehm Smith? $hy is it that so, many of those -whs 
left their testimony .with their litres om- 'the sacred soil 
of the CM, Dominion Mm defamatory or umhonored records 
in our Mstories, while Smith who returned to England be­
fore the victory was worn and remained there is lauded in 
song ami story? Is mot the testimony of those who died 
on the field of honor- or action as worthy of our belief 
as those who published the licensed dispatches.^ 7
And againt
The question has beam, asked whether the drawing furnished 
by Smith for his wMap of Virginia” m m  made by himself or 
whether it was one of the drawings that- came Into hi# hands 
while he was President. Other Important questions are* Ibo 
furnished Velasco (Spain*# ambassador to In gland) with, these 
charts? Who first gave them to the enemy? We know who first 
gave'them to the world.28
In the years following the publication of Hate (teasels of thq.
27. Alexander Brown* The First Ismblie in teerica. Boston and iew 
fork, 1S9B> ,113-114.
27. ibid.. ns.
23. Rid.. X46-H7.
\Brom gradually became- convinced that he had gn^i in as­
cribing religious native# to the colonising movement^ m d  that the 
official records being written. fey royal officials, wore gy. parte evidence* 
So longer did ha believe that Jassos I and the court «ere friends- of the 
mwe&ent. Bather ha saw mow that Jassos and his advisers plotted to da- 
feat the sluts of 'the Virginia. Company, lad. fey Sir I M s  Be&dye m d  the 
Bari of Southampton, to- plant a free sod democr&hie government in Er* 
ginis. the lose of the original eospsjiy records to hi® wee proof of a 
deliberate attempt to destroy the evidence mid 'pervert the truth 'by 
means of licensed historians*, to John Ssith,Brans sow added the Sew. 
Samel Porohns as an instrument to accomplish this purpose.*0
Such' is the these of 'English jtollttes in Early Virginia History.
Shis last mirk of the historian .repres<mtsL;M s  in. decline, in pursuit, 
me it were, of ft phantom* He a wept aside all the evidence except that 
left by -the Sandy® party itself* fbus hm became violently partisan, 
giving nothing to support hie thesis accept his ©wa beliefs, the ef­
forts of the Orom  to suppress the evidsnc# of our patriotic foundation, 
he would have us Imow, by no- means ended with James I hut was continues1 
by his successors -until the reign- -of -George 111, when in. some way mot 
made- dear the American revolutionaries stopped the efforts*.
Baglieh ’Politics in Early Virginia History is mot history hut a 
conglomeration of opinions and ideas, a high proportion of them without
.89* Alexander Brown, .Biglish Foil tics in Early Virginia History* Boston,
1901, m «
30. Ibid* > m.
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m y reasonable 'bails* It was tbs only one of Brownfi books for trbioi* 
hiB publishers mmxmd complete responsibility, but few copies were 
ever sold* It paid so dividends to the author and was almost a -om^ 
plots loss to the publishers*^
Of the historian*s social sad business life daring these last 
years the evidence is lacking. His deafness precluded his living a 
noma1 social life as a young ©an, a»<3 a# o M  age advanced he doubt- 
less ©ora and ©ore withdrew into seclusion* to have m m  that he 
mode several thousand dollars on the fifteen hundred copies of The 
genesis of the United States mid during M s  life time* On fho First. 
HeouKtle in- America complete flares are unobtainable, but the first 
six months' -sales netted the author JSBO.Oi32 Therefore It‘is safe 
to - m y  that The First Republic paid Its an-ibor something near ffOOg- 
<$oring his life time*
It seems that Imm's financial affairs became -rather stable 
after 3890* Xn 3898 there was a mortage for $1500 against the Union 
Hill estate i&ich was of course worth a great deni more this© that*
This debt the historian met by soiling his. Spanish manuscripts to the 
Hew fork Public Mbre.ry*^ And tMs seems to be the last debt that 
the historian, ever owed*
Almost with the publication of his last book the brilliant and 
useful, career of Alexander Brown came to an end* On the late afternoon
$km better of Houghton* Mifflin & Co. to Alexander Brown* duly 6, 1906> 
'Brown Papers, Box to. 1*
If* Ibid*, dammry 31, 1899.
33* letter of G* L. Hives to .Alexander Brown, September 6, 1898,
Brown Papers, Box to. 10*
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of Sxmo 5$ 1901 he entered his home and sa&cmsiced to his wife that 
for the first time In- his life he m s  clear of debts with money ahead* 
i# fOrther toM her to get ready* that they were going to Xyachtearg and 
get some fhrmitore she had beam waiting so Jong* While Caroline Brows 
m s  preparing for this trip the historian mnt tm% to mend the garden 
imm* When Mrs. Bsom went out to get his m hoar or so later she 
foomd him lying, helplessly -m the groasd, the victim of a paralytic 
stroke, from mat time mtil -the: hour of his death Alesasder Brown 
mower walked. For fire long years he lingered saffermg .greatly ami 
beyond metical- aid. the ami finally came J&gnst 25* 190-6, ami the 
following day the great historian was hrnried in the family cemetery 
at the bach of the Union gill mansion.34
M. The information contained in this paragraph was obtained from 
Mrs.. Cabell Robinson of Amherst, Virginia, a close friend of the 
Brown. Her has band, the- late Cabell Robinson, was the constant 
attendant of Alea&ader Brown through M s  last illness.
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